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United States Committee for UNICEF

411) SC' tOOL SERVICES
A future for every child.

TEACHER'S GUIDE TO THE CHILD AND WORLD ENVIRONMENT

.
This teaching kit is designed to help you teach children about themselves and

their environment in this increasingly interdependent world. Although environ-

mental education is a content area, and thus can be most useful in the science

curriculum, it should be recognized that environmental studies and their human ,

and social applications ire highly relevant to the total curriculum. Webster's

dictionary defines environment as being "all the conditions, circumstances, and

influences surrounding and affecting the development of an organism." Few con-

cepts are more basic to understanding global interdependence than the concept of

environment.

The environment in which the child, as an o4ganism, lives and learns is also

an affective climate or learning atmosphere in which frames of reference and

organizing concepts become structures in the mind of the :hild. We are not sur-

prised to learn tnat those structures which.have the poorest foundations, mater-

ials, and construction most often are first.to fall in an earthquake. Should we

not give even greater consideration to insuring a strong foundation in the devel-

opment of the child? Are we:providing children with the kind of physical and

psychological environment in which they.can grow to become healthy, responsible

citizens of this world? Are we doing enough to help our children build strength

of character and humen concern to enable them to better withstand the quakes and

tremors of life in this increasingly coMplex and interdependent wOrld?

Winston Churchill once said: "First we shape our buildings and thereafter

they shape us." It would seem equally valicf to say, "Firct we shape our concepts

and thereafter they shape us." Although the dynamic character of the concept is

less rigid than the structures Churchill had in mind, the process o! shaping our

thinking and our behavior operates similarly. Until the building is replaced or

changed in structure, our behavior is shaped by the way it organizes our activity.

We move through its hallways and enter and exit its doorways accareing to the way

we shaped it in the first place. Likewise, until the conceptual structure ir

replaced or changed, our behavior is shaped by the way it organizes our thinking

activity into certain channels, too often limiting our access to perspectives no

broader than those based on the concepts we built in the first place..

Therefore, in order to meet our responsibilities in teaching the child about

world environment, we must be careful to first build such instruction on a strong,

broad-based curricular foundation. The Environmental Education Task Force of the

New Yovk State Education ....patAment nAkilmi.w1edged this in its Handbook of Envirc.-1-

mental Education Strategies. Rejecting the idea of envitonmental education as a

static base for disseminating factual knowledge within the bounds of one particular

area of the curriculum, the Task Force suggests that environmental concepts should

be viewed as "common denominators for the integration of environmental concerns

into the subject matter areas....There is no 'right subject matter province' of

environment." 1

SS/0876/22 (5) 4
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The following list of concepts is taken from "Environmental Concepts ana'the

Curriculum," a section of the handbook described above. Although in the handbook

they are keyed to examples and strategies in seven subject areas of the curriculum

from grades 5-12, the Task Force suggests that "the rationale for each of these

strategies and some of the examples should readily suggest environmental learning

experience for younger children." 2

1. Survival

2. Interdependence

3. Scarcity,

4. Recycling

5. Planning

6. Optimism

7. Interaction

8. Right vs.
Responsibility

9. Social Forces

10. Change

SS/0876/22

...continuing.life (or existence) in the
presence of difficultconditions...ddrvil
depends upon the ability of an organiSm to
adjust to.its environment...

...mutual reliance...an organism cannot 7i

live alone...

...smallness of quantity in relation to
needs...as populations increase, competi- .

tion for resources necessitates the
establishment of priorities...

I/

7-continuous feedback for reuse...in nature,
the endless, circular flow of many elements.

...detailing a program of actibn...decisions
concerning the future must be based on long-

terin environmental benefits...

...anticipating the best possible outcome...

man has the capacity to make this the best .

of all possible worlds...

--reciprocal action o- influence...exchange,
stimulation, or influence between or among
organisms (including man) within their envir-
onment and/or among their respective environ-

ments.

...satisfying the requirements of suitability
vs. accountability...man has exercised his

right with little regard for his responsibil-
ity to the environment...

...agents of change in society...society
must be moved to insure the preservation of

the environment...

--dynaMic modification...the continuous
alteration of previously existing forms,
styles, and substances. 3
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The three units and supplementary materials in this teaching kit are not

intended to be comprehensive. They do, however, represent the broad concerns fof

our air, water, and land environment, and chey recognize the interrelated concepts

'upon which environmenta/ /earnings must be based. For example, earthquakes are

studied as natural forces in our land environment, but the problems of overgrazing

and deforestation of hills and mountainsides are caused by human activities. Thus,

the damage to a given environment from disastrous landslides is often the result

of natural and, human causes.

As this kit is studied and used, keep in mind these ten concepts which are

themselves all interrelated. -Emphasize ways in which our interdependence or mutual

reliance for our survival is ultimately related to the social forces which must

move to insure the preservation of our environment.

Although this concept of the interrelatedness of all things may seem complex --

and by many measures and definitions it certainly is -- it is also a very simple

and basic concept. Piaget in The Language and Thought of the Child writes:

There is in the child a tendency tcwards justification
at all costs, a spontaneous belief that everything is

connected with everything else and thnt everything can
be explained by everything else. 4

Compare the following more complex statement regarding food production and our

- environment w4th the child's simple belief that "everything is connected with every-

thing else.'.,'John and Elizabeth Moore, Co-Editors of "Science/Society Case Study,"

write:

One cannot think about increasing worldwide levels of
food production without considering...the land, fertil-
izers, energy, technology, pesticides and the...possible
health effects of the pesticides..., possible pollutiun
of groundwater and local bodies of water from runoff of
fertilizers and/or pesticides and air pollution by dust

...from dry and eroding farm land. Then, of course,

there are the problems of economics;...transportation
and 'storage facilities; seed production, development,and
preservation of genetic varieties; and a marketing system.

/ This is an impressively.long list.....13ut the point,is.
,clear: Issues do not represent clear and simple prob-
lems; rather they are a tangle of interrelated problems.
Surely no one can be an expert in all areas, but an
awareness of the breadth of issues and an ittempt.to
consider them is essential. Failure to do so will only
result in additicinal problems. 5

. .

This concept is a vital one to learn- whether approached from the child s rather

siMplistic viewpoint or that of the mature science writer who tries to analyze

the multiplier effect of each factor upon the other.

SS10876/22
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For example, in the first unit on "Global Weather" we teach the child that.

.smoke and other poisonous gases that pollute the air can change the weather by

reducing solar radiation, thus causingtemperature inversions. While this change,

then causes cooler, than normal air-temperatures near the ground, the cooler air

then causes an even greater buildup of these gases, since the nornal rise of air

currents does not carry them away. It is important'that the student see these

relationships. But to demonstrate comprehension of the gVerall concept, he or she

must be able to _further relate individual human actions to .cpnsequences which alle-

viate or add to the original problem or, as is often the caseatase new problems..

As a case'in point, discuss these following individual: hUman actions in rela-

tion to the temperature inversion pollution phenomena: -

1. A student insists on being driven by car-to a nearby local recreation

area, where he or she will exercise through some form of play or athletic

activity. Or a student chooses to ride aimlessly around on his or her

mini-bike,- adding more exhaust pollution during such an inversion. Net

result--a.small, but negative, contribution to the air pollution problem. -

But that is not the end of. it. The fuel, wasted isalso a part of a:

total iesource system4- fuel thatgould,otherwise,be used for,a tractor

to produce food or for an irrigation pump.to provide precious water in

drought areas where.hunger an& thirst threaten.the ltves of other chil-

dren.

2. A student chooses to smoke,cigarettes or other tobacco products, adding

pollution not only to his or her lungs and-bloodstream but to the air

breathed by others as well. Net result -- a small, but negative, contri-

bution to the air pollution problem, as well, as to related lung cancer

and heart disease problems. But that is not the end of this action

either. Beyond the personal injury t- health, the purchase of tobacco

creates a demand factor for a nonnutra Axe drop. This crop displaces

valuable agricultural acreage that could be used to grow food for the

world's hungry children.

Pursue similar ideas with the students and ask for them to think of other

such actions by individuals which, when multiplied many times by thousands and

millions of other individuals, can have a life and death effect on other human

beings and on our global environment itself.

For these reasons we have consciously designed.this teacher's kit to helf, you

teach children about their increasingly interdependent world through three separate

but rr!lated units on different aspects'of world environment. We are constantly

evaluatin4,the quality and impact of our educational programs, and we invite you

to send us your comments and suggestions on this teacher's kit and any other of

our materials you have used. Write to: Donald H. Morris; Director of School

Services, U.S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 EAst 38th Street, New York, NY 10016.

(For further rationale and research on the teaching of global concepts to

yoling children, see the teacher's guide to "Teaching About Interdependence in a

Peaceful World," elementary teacher'sokit #5419.)

SS/0876/22
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Footnotes:

A 1. Handbook of Environmutal education Strategies,. Environmental Education Task

Force of the New York Scsi..e Education DepArtment?. 1972, p.1.'

2. Ibid., p.1.

3. Ibid., pp. 2-10.

4. Piaget, Jean Paul. T Language and 'Thought of the Child (New Yok Humanities

Press, 1959), p. 191.

5. Moore, John W. and Elizabeth A. Moore, co-editors, "Connecting Everything to

Everything Else," The Science Teacher, Vol. 43, Nol 5 (May 1976),-p.44.

SS/0876/2*



United States Committee for UNICEF

SCHOOL SERVICES
A future for evey,y child:

World Environment and the Child:
Global Weather Unit

Obiectives: To demonstrate the interdependent effects of imather variations

in one part of the world on,the lives of people in,other parts

of the world;

To demonstrate how weather is affected by human activity (both

accidental and purposeful) and how weather affects humah activity'

all over the globe;

To show human responses -- the caring for children who'are victims

of disasters and the sharing of weather information for the

benefit of all through the World Meteorological Organization.

Materials: Classroom world globe

Accompanying Worldwide Weather picture sheet

COpies of metropolitan newspapers\listing weather condltions-and

forecasts for differeneparts of the world

Weather maps (obtained-from area_weather forecasting stations vf

local airpor6)
4

Radio or television set for weather news (Radio usually worke

best for more frequent weather news during school hours. In

some cases the class may have access 'to a radio-with special

bands for more detailed weather information and forecasts.)

Poster paper and yellowl grey, blue, and white construction Paper

Selected library books 8h weather and encyclopedia entries on
weather and climate

Levels: Recommended for grades 3 - 8

Procedures:

.
Ask the class whaVcomes to their minds when they think about weather.? Might

it be rain which keept them from playing outside, cold temperatures which chill ,

them through when the Wind blows or grey clouds Which hide the warm sun?

SS/0776/11 (11)
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Whatev,,:r comes to their minds, they could know that weaeier is one of the

things that affect each-and every one of us every day. of out life -- whether we

think about it coogciously or not. Ask'them to look out the window, and tell wHat

they think the weather will be like today,tomorrow, tnd the.day'after. Ask how

it will affect them if they are'right and if they'are Wrong. Have them check a,

newspaper and a radio or television forecast against their'own forecasts.

If Posaible, find a few copies of newspapers from past Months,reAXecting

sessonal variations, in addition to a three-or four-day sequence of copies that

silow the change in weather during the most recent week. Did these tecent changes

just happen or were they part of a moving system of weather from another part of

the world? Ask the class if they have ever-thOught of how the weather systema

that affect our country-are linked with other systems ail over the world.

, 'Read the following quotation to the class:!

Without a doubt, weather tops the list as the most consistently- .

interesting item in the news. This seems tb be true in eath nation

.throughout the world. People's'-interest in weather.seems tO stem

from vary practical concerns. Will it rain tomorrow? What will

the temperaturebe? But even those:simple interests in weather can-

not be satisfied unless we haye,some Way of collecting the useful

knowledge which will allow us to make reasonable, accurate predic-

tions as to what-will happen.1

*.

People, have always been concerned about the wea ther in every climate of the

world. Have children look up climate in the encyclopedia to see how climate

affects the lives of people around the world such.as.their clothing, food,-

housing,. transportation, and,the animarand plant,life that surrounds them.,t.

To help childred understand the concept r.:1 climate discuss cliMato in the context

of t'he following question: Do you live in a mild climate'or does it get very hot,

some times of the year and yery cold at other times?

World&Weather History Bripfs

The history ofthe concern and efforts of people to understand their climate
=

and predict their weather ha$ touched niany parts of the world. In this petiod

following out Bicentennial, BenjaMin Franklin's name As associated with many areas

of our history. Most Children will' readily recognize Franklin as the man Who'

experimented with electricity by flying a1cite in ar electrical,stOrm, but they
may also be interested to know that from his studies he learned that storms hove .

s- across the faCe of the earth in regular, predictable ways. As important'ae this

knowledge was, it was not very valuablefro. predicting weather in the latter 1700'a.

Ask the class if they can think of why this was so.. At that time theie Were no, _

telephones or telegraphs to use to send weather_information ahead of the storms,

and storms moved faater than the mail.

Climate -- the average weather in a particular area_over a long period 'oetinle.

SS/0776/11
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Explain that it was not until after the le],egiaph was invented and lines and

cable began to-link different parts of the wor/d that very efficient weather fore-

casts could be'made. Children should-lenrn that weather scientists or meteorolo-

gists from,all over the world studied the weather am ways to improve forecasting.

.They ImRwthat they needed and skarded on each other to 'help predict the weather

'-An each of theirown countries, i.e., hey were.inteidependent.

As people in nations all over the.World began to realize how much they.depended

on each other for accurate weather forecasts, they fealized they needed a system

that would'collect.information before big storms cculd form and come sweeping

across their country, destroying crops, propeFty, and-often killing livestock and

human beings caught out. in the storms. Neteostologists in many countries of the

world urged their- govar&lents to meet and plan a way to work together mote closely

for the benefit of all. Finally.in 1873 many of the countries of the world came'

together to establish the International Meteorological Organization ( ferred to

as the IMO). .For many yeara the 1M0 helped countries.in the han o informa7

tion about weather, but there were still many things aboqt-weath ha were

unknown, particularly how to predict storms.

In the early 1900's two men from different-parts of the world.made some

important discoveries about weather. A Norwegian meteorologist learned that:

different air maases had different profert es. (Find. Norway on your globe.) He

a/so learned that at the places where-two d fferent air masses meet, weather con-

ditions changed rapidly.2,He called theie-pl d fronts. :At about that time a

British meteorologist discovered that matheMatical principles could be used to

help forecast weather. (Find Britain,, i.e., United Kingdom, on-your globe.) Bdtn

of these men studied and improved their ideas, shared them witWother weathermen,

and'aa.a result helped to improve the lives of human being's.

By.the 19J0's and 1940's many more discoyeries about- weather were,made as

-balloons and airplaties were developed t1.4.;1: could go high into the Sky. During

World War II.pilots flying at high altitas found-very strorivWiddR.there. (Ask

the children if they have everheard c. ;.1.5P jet streams.)

In 1951 the InternatiOnal Meteorological Organization. was reorganized. It

tmcame a special agency of the United Nationa called the World Meteorological

OrganikatIon :(WM0).which is,based in GenevS,,Switzerlsnd. (Find Switzerland en

your globe.) .

- . -
.

.

.

,.,. .

Then-something happened,in 1957 that would enable us to see our planet and

great weather 4stems that were never,seen before. (Ask children what they think

that happening mieehaye been.) Empfiasize that 1957 was the beginning ofthe

space age. The UrstoRatellite was put'-into-orbit by-the Russians that year.

(Find-Russia, i.e. the Soviet Union, on your globe.) hortly thereafter,' the U.S. .

launched the first satellite specifically.disigned to tollect and send worldwide
,

..

weather information batk to daray. .

In the 1960's the-U.S.'and Russiasent many.weather satellites into earth

orbit And agreed to tooperater'with eacti other to share their information: At the

beginning of the 1960's,'the United Nations General Assembly-passed a'resolution .

calling for the WMO to draw,Jip e'plan to insure that weather iatellites and other,

such newdeviees would be fully used for the knowledge and benefit-of.all.the

peoples of the earth and that such knowledge-would always be used in peaceful

s/c

SS/0775/11
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ways. The UMO responded by setting up'a-new global:system called the World Weather

Watch inl.963. (Look in your encyclopedia tO find out more about the World Weather-

Watch.)

Today we-have satellites with television cameras in polar orbit around the
earth that take weather pictures day and night of eveiy part of this globe. These
pictures can then be transmitted automatically to weather stations in every
country of the world. .

Worldwide Weather Viewed.From Space

1-Show the class-the enclosed picture sheet on Global Interdependente and

Wildwide Weather. Look at the first complete view.of the world's2weitber, .put

tokether in a mosaic mercator projection. Notice how cloud patterns showing
weather sYstenm join each otber'and,lap over from continent to continent ahd(out

into the oceans. The many-pictures used tenhow.this first view of the world's

weatker were taken in 1965,by the weather satellite Ttros IX. How surprised

Benjamin Franklin and other early seientista of the world would .be! How proud

they would be to know that by sharing their early discoveries, all the people of

'the world haYe benefitted from them.

Show tbe class the'two mord recent photos-taken by-the:National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's SMS-1 (Syncronoua Meteorological Satellite)- The

picture on the left makes the .earth appear much like a huge marble. (hold the

.' globe so the South America is facing the class.as, in'this 'picture.) It was-taken

from about 22,0001441es out in space. 'To help Aildren get a better idea. of.
where SMS-71 satellite is,in relation to,the earth, ask them to place'a strine
around the globe at the equator where it touches the coast of eaatern South

. 'America (very near the Mouth of the Amazon). the other end, of the siring when

stretched out away from the globe-will be about the same proportion of distance
from the globe as the SMS-1 is from the earth.:

Ask the class to look at the picture again. Call attention to the .dry,

cloud1ess'sky above most of.northern Africa on the far right: (Find, the Sahara

Desert on your classroamhglobe.) Theft, notice the swirfing whtte clouds and the

arroW at the upper left. Have students find the island. of Cuba and the peninsula..
of Florida On the globe and then compare them with corresponding land forms in
the picture. (The teacher may.need toassist some Children because the clouds
covering much of the Gulf of Mexico make it difficult,to see.)- Notice the arrow
is pointing to a mass of clouds. .This is the tail end Of Hurricaqe Carmen., an

early September 1974 hurricane.

Note how the stream' of cloud cover from that area spreads up the entire east
coast of North America acrois the Atlantic Ocean just north of Spain and through

France and on the far horizon connects with yet another storm system over northern

Europe. Do you see how the air we p011Ute from the.induitrial areas in our east
coast might be harmful to the 'people in Europe and beyond?

Read the following words to the elect:a' written by,the editors of International

Wildlife , from a special miblidation on global environmental quality:

SS/0776/11
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Air pollufion knows no boUndaries; poison in the air over Europe will

.later be poison in the air over Asia"and North America;..

Neither is air pollut;Lon solely a big city problem. In the last 50

years, for instance, there has been a 70 percent increase in the

amount of atmospheric dust measured at the resort area of Davos,

Switzerland. And in remote Greenland, lead traces in the ice cap

have increased 700 percent in the past two centuries. '

How much more believable and lama these words become when we can see with our

own eyes pictures of worldwide weather systems!

'For a "close-up" of a major tropical storm, study the picture on the right

showing Florida and Cuba clearly and the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico at the left

center just above the swirling cloud formation. That cloud formation is the

fierce hurricane named Fifi, which you may remember struck the small country of

Honduras on Sektember 18, 1974. (Find Honduras on your globe.) Its fury was so

great that it caused a rainfall of 30 inches in less than two days, breaking a

world record. The flood waters were so powerful that they raged down from the

mountains and valleys and swept away many houses, people, livestock, and crops.

Can you see how people of the many countries it this part orthe world need to

depend on each other to report how powerful a storm is and the-direction it is

moving? If they have some warning, they can prepare for it and save many lives.

Too Much Water and Too Little Water

Look at.the top left picture on the;back side of the picture sheet. How .

does too much water affect th nd and people? This photo was taken in northern

Honduras three months after the hurr cane. UNICEF immediately made available

.eupplies to meet urgent7fOod, health and drinking water.needs of children. In

.
the-months that followed, UNICEF and ther agencies of the United Nations helPed

muchmore, as did gevernment and volun eer groups from many.countries.

Look at Ehe picture in the top denter. Such relief camps,of tents were the

homes of thousands of families uprooted by this weather extreme which the National

'Weather Sii-vice calls "the greatest storm on earth." Many families lost evntr,

thing-in the floods that were caueed by hurricane Fin. What might this Honduran

mother be thinking as she looks at ter sleeping bci?
,N _

In the rightifop picture, floodwater (tan be seen in the distance while

dren huddledunder Makeshift shelters. Thair homes, like so many thousands of

'others, were wiehed awaY by the worst floods ever to hit Pakietan in 1973.

Following this weather disaster UNICEF provided nearly.a half Million dollars

worth of emergenty fobd, drugs, vaccines, and Water purification tatlets.

,

Study the picture at left center. Here is an-interesting contrast of land.

Point out the large cracks in the shrinking dry ground Showing that the weathei-

at this season does not bring enough water. But Iodic carefully at the vegetation

in the. background. 'During the rainy season this Southeait Asian field gets too

much water. Compare the flbOded fields andthis seasonally dry field with the

barren, dust-icovered field of the African Saha region pictured in the center.

S3I0776/11 .
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Find the Saha:a Desert again and then just along the South edge find the

countries of Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, and Chad. Much of

the land of these countries and a belt east into Ethiopia have suffered a great

drought for many years. Animals die, and little food can be found in this dry

land. This picture shows a young Arican trying to get small scraps of meEt from

the bones of a dead animal. Recent reins have helped, but the problem is so

great that it will'be many years before the effects of the drought can be reversed.

Try to find.out if recent weather has brought rain or more drought to this region.

More UNICEF Responses to Weather Extremes

See the picture at right center. In droughe:areas and other.places where

children have little or no.clean water, UNICEF supplies well drilling rigs to

help. Here in Bolivia, where'90 percent of the.Oildren.in roral,areas become

sick from drinking unsanitary water, such wells are greatly needecE.: The children

pictured'here.will have a better chance to grow up strong and well; thanks to,

UNICEF and the milliond of people all over the woild 'who caieand:share.

Loe. at the Small chil'dren in the picture at the lower left._ This isa

feeding center in Upper Volta' where UNICEF hasaupplied protein-rich'food.such

as CSM (a corn meal, soya flour and milk powder mixture) to help feed hungry

children in the drought area.

Call attention to the picture at the lower right.. Ask children.what. they

think might be in the large bundles that look like cotton bales: Whon'children's

homes are destroyed by hurricanes, flOods, or other disasters, UNICEF'can ship

blankets on short notice from its warehouse in Copenhagen,.Denmark. These

blankets are.for children in Bangladesh. Many children from all over the world

who share theaade air, clouds, and sky have also shared by'helping UNICEF pro-

vide such blankets. Ask the class if.they know how they can help, too.

Using Weather News and Weather Maps

G

Look at the Weather section of your newspaper. Try to find a weather report

for a storm system in the New York metropolitan area and then see if there may be

a similar storm system reported,in, London or Paris a few days later. (Major

metropOlitan papers usually have a dozen or more world cities listed. The New

. York Times'lists.over 60 cities-)

!ring a variety.of weather maps for the class to study. These can usually

be obtained from local weather forecasting stations or airports. If you live in

the center of the U.S. or near the West Coast, try to rrace a storm system from

vour area'of the country east to Nnw York, or from the Gulf of Mexico as in rhe

case of the Hurricane Fifi picture; If you live in the East, tryto chart what

weather the prevailing westerly winds bring to your area. How are the winds and

weather different at.different times of the year? .

SS/0776/11
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The following simple activity caa be done by younger children using weather

newd and their awn observations to help fq.c.m see a relationthip between wind and

weather.

Construct a large one-month weather calendar that.can be placed on a bulletin

board or a suitable wall space. The calendar should be large enough to allow for

placement' of wind direction and weather,symbols in each space twice daily.

Using yellow. construction paper have children cut out an ample supply of

dime-sized sun symbols. .They will else need a supply of paper clip-sized clouds

cut from grey paper, a supply of slightly smtller tear-shaped rain drops from

blue paper, and some small.white snowflakes (pteferably heXagonal)., Precut

letters, N-E-S-W, for wind direction symbols, may be used, or thtleiters can be .

.marked on.the calendar by drayon.

Each child can be the'lAUd/weilqier recorder.for one day, or this can became

a project of an intersted group vi students. (With primary grades avoid adding

complexities of win&velocity, T.4ither.temperature, and humidity.) The record

should be kept daily, and observations made at the same time each morning and

afternoon. Weekend weather can be recorded at home and the chart brought up to

date on Mendays. Each daily square should have two letters reflecting morning

and afternoon wind direction and two symbolg for tunny-cloudy, rainy or snowy

weather aCcordingly.

EnCourage the class to agree to use the same source of information each day.

'A light piece of ribbon on an extended pole that can be.observed from the.class-

.roon will achieve greatet direct involvement by the clast, and, their Obaervatiens

can be compared with the loCal daily weather reporters. (Use of a radio with g

weather 'band may be helPful.)

At the end of one month, make a chart With four columns, N-E-S-W. Have the

class count the number of sunny. cloudy, rainy, or snowy half days that were

matched with each wind direction. Tally marks may be used in each,column, or

children may prefer to actuallY place all the symbols from the calendar squares

on the new chart under the corresponding wind direction column. Without using

quantitative relationships at the primary level, the visual impact should be

sufficient to indicate which wind direction seems to bring sunny, clear weather

most often and which wind direction most often brings cloudy rainy or snowy

weather. With older students the'four columns could reflect ratios and percentages,

(Examples: The wind blew from a generally wegtern direction 10/30 or 1/3 of the

month, and the weather was sunny 70 percent Ofthat time.)

The hypotheses produced from this activity may be tested further by repeating

the process during subsequent months of the school Year. This may,be particularly

relevant at upper grades where more verinbles are added to allow for wind velocity,

temperature, humidity, more specific wind direcUon (NE-SE-SW-NW) and combination

symbols to reflect partly cloudy, light and heavy precipitation, as well as other

pertinent weather, observations of interest to the class.

Any such observations should help students at all levels understand that

changes in weather do not just happen randoWly but are dynamic environmental

processes that move across the surface of the earth effecting all living things.

SS/0776/11
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This underatanding is neceSsary to the achievement of the PriMIry objective of

all actiVities in this unit: to help students further develop the concept of

global interdependence. Thus the implications of smog and other pollutants

/ added to our:wind.and weather systems should be distussed more fully. How does

such pollution added to the air in one place affect the gnvironment and health

of children in another part of the world? Can there be any effective soiution

to a global problem until governments all over the globe work together to solve

it?

How Weather Affects and Is Affected by Us

To this point we have tried to emphasize the global interdependgnce of human

beings im understanding and forecasting weather and in responding to each other's

needs when weather disasters such_as floods or droughts occur. Explain to the

class that until a few years ago, no one thought seriously of the:factor of inter7

dependence between weather and human activity./ The concept of interdependence

can be further developed around this area.

,

Present the following problem to the class for thought and discussion...We

all know we depend on the weather for rain for food crops and for fresh water

lakes and streams. Ask the students to name more Ways we are affected by the

weather. Then ask if they.think that human activitiea can really affect the

weather. What-might be some ways we affect weather in our world? Let the class.

discuss this further and.give exaMples.

Herman Schneider, authorOf several interesting science books for children,

looks into.the future of "man'made" weather from'hia vantage point some 15 years

ago as he writes:

Perhaps, some day, we may knawmnough about the weather tt, make

it behave as we want. Sunny days for play, rain for the farmer,

snow in the country for sportsmen, calm winds for the sailor.

Take your pick:

- However, man,made weather is still imthe future.
4

In the mid-1970's it seima part of that future has arrilred. Read the

following examples of headlines based on recent actual happenings:

SCIENTISTS TRY TAMING LIGHTING FOR APOLLO SPACE LAUNCH

U.S. -- SOVIET BAN ON WEATHER USE FOR WAR SEEN NEAR

WEATHER PACT TO OUTLAW CHANGES IN WORLD'S ENVIRONMENT

FOR MILITARY PURPOSES

SOWETS STUDY-PLAN TO REVERSE RIVER FLOW IN ARCTIC

WVO CALLS CLIMATE MODIFICATION PLAN RISKY

SS/0776/11
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WORLD FOOD - WATER sum THREATENED BY WEATHER CHANGES

AIR POLLUTION-THREATENS GLOBAL TEMPERATURE RISE

SPRAY CAN PROPELLANT FEARED HARMFUL TO OZONE LAYER

SKIN CANCER INCREASE FEARED IF OZONE LAyER DEFLETEM

SCIENTIST CHARGES HURRICANE DETOURED

If current or recent headlines in your local or regional newspaperi are

available, include them.

Ask students to discuas each he&dline. What kind of news-story is suggested

by each? How might controlling lightniug at Cape Canaveral affect the joint

space projects of U.S. and Russian space scientists? How could the ability to

control weather be used for military purposes against another. country? In.1973

the U.S. Senate by a vote of 82 to 10 passed a resolution urging our government

to seek an international agreement to ban weather control practices as.Weapons

of war. Why might our government be so concerned about weather control? How

could another country harm us by controlling our weather? How might a Soviet

plan to reverse the flow of fresh warm water into the Arctic Ocean affect the

temperature of that region? Did you know that,temperatures and pressures at

the polar regions affect the weather of the northern and southernihemispheres?

(See entries under climate -- world climates in,your encyclopedia.)'

Explain the terms weather or climate i;Odification. Ask studenta if theythave

heard of cloud seeding. This modern approach to rain making uses dry ice or other

chemicals dropped through cloud formations from an airplane. Try to find stories

of "rain makers." (See rain making in the encyclopedia.)

If human beings In one country could
and crops, what might happen to the next
If the first country took an unnaturally
crops by rain-making methods, whet might

wiped out by drought?-

tx
make'it rain much more on their fields

country when the dry winds blow over it?

large share of the rain for its own food

the second country do if its crops were

If weather and climate did change in parts of the'world, how might it affect

farming regions, forest areas, lakes and streams, deserts, or mountain snow and

glacial systems? If weather and climate changed to make, one country more pro-

ductive and a neighboring country too dry to grow food,.think how this might .

affect both. If the dry country started buying large qqentities of food from its

neighbor, might it not make food prices go up in both countries?

Did you know that large urban areas in almost every part of the world are

creating pollution from increased energy consumption and that the release of heat

in these areas has made them measurably warmer? Did you know that air condi-

tioners used in many city areas to cool certain enclosed areas actually add to

the heat problem by consuming and releasing more heat energy? How else do you

/think big city areas have an ,iAfect on weather? Cities consume many natural

resourceu. Forests and, wooded areas.are often cut down. Grasslands and once

cultivated land are paved over for streets, expressways, shopping centers,

SS/0776/11
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parking lots, housing developments, airports, and industrial plants. On such land

weather that onde brought rains that were held in the soil now makes rains more

likely to cause floods because it runs o(..f too quickly.

Air Pollution and Weather

The air pollution around large cities tends to reduce the sunlight and solar

radiation. This in turn causes changes in the circulation of the air which also

alfects the weather. Smog is an example of the interdependence of human actiVity

and wenther. Factories and power plants pollute the air with smoke and poisonous

gases. These gases themselves usually do not harm people immediately when they are

mixed in the open air. Sometimes they do irritate the throat and eyes. But com-

binations of gases and smoke may cut off the heating of air close to the ground by

reducing solar radiation. This can cauee a temperatuminversion, a leyer of cooler

air necr the ground with warmer air above it. In such cases the air near the ground

does not rise and carry away poisonous gases.

Read the following examples of headlines based on real events in world weather

history:

TWENTY DIE -- THOUSANDS.ILL IN PENNSYLVANIA KILLER CLOUD

KILLER SMOG CLArms 4000 /N LONDON '

AIRPORTS CLOSE -- THOUSANDS ILL IN CHICAGO SMOG'.

SAN FRANCISCQ POSTS SMOG ALERT

400- DIE IN NEW YORK SMOG THOUSANDS FLEE CITY,

LOS ANGELES SMOG CLOSES CITY-PLAYGROUNDS -- PARENTS ASKED

TO KEEP CHILDREN INDOORS

TRAFFIC POLICEMEN WEAR GAS MASKS IN TOKYO STREETS

Ask children to imagine what kind of story might be behind such headlines. As

'an exercise relating science and social studies to language arta, ask interested

students to imagine they.are writing a short.newspeper story for one of these head-

lines. (See the bibliography for a book, Wide World WeAther, whieh has a special

chapter on air pollution and weather.)

If you have a major metropolitan newspaper, you may find that along with tbe

weather forecast it will also tell you about the quality of the air and warn you if

it is "unacceptable." Radio and television forecasts often give information on the

condition of the air: Try to find a forecast that will tell you about pollution and

pollen in the air as well.as the temperature, humidity, and wind conditions.

As a real example of how interdependent all countries are for their weather

forecasting and information exchange, explain to the class that mainland China

(People's Republic of China) did not belong to the United Nations or the World

SS/0776/11
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Meteorological Organization for many years. But it was so important to China, as

well as to the other countries, to exchange information that the Chinese government

radio stations "unofficially" broadcast. weuLher reports on various parts of that

huge country at a specified time each (117. The Japanese .government radio stations

monitored their broadcasts and passed the information on to the UMO in Switzerland

along with their own reports. China in turn monitored the Japanese radio broadcasts

and those of other surrounding countries which had powerful transmissions of weather

information. Everyone gained fromthe exchinge of information .even though their

governments were not ready to recognize each other officially for political reasons.
, .

Weather Unit Summary

Again ask the class what comes to their minds when they think.about_weather.

This time their answers should include how-weather affects the lives of peciple in

all parts of the world and how people respond to and affect the world's weather.

Ask the class to list ways in which weather affects human beings and another list

of ways in which human beings affeet the weather:

Children can begin to see what interdependence really means-when we provide

them with real-life examples of such interdependencies in both natural environmental

systems and in cooperative systems set up by human beings, such as the World

Meteorological Organization and the World Weather Watch.

To further challenge their thinking, at the close of this unit ask them to

imagine a world in which meteorologists could guarantee long-range forecasts

accurate to within a fraction of a degree of temperature and to a thousandth of an

inch of rainfall. Then imagine how the World Meteorological Organization could

use such information working with the Food and Agricultural Organization, UNICEF,

and other such agencies to plan for the most beneficial uses of weather for food

production and to avert loss of ltfe and property from weather extremes. Finally,

ask them to imagine a world in which weather scientists Lould control all weather.

Would we be more or less interdependent? Would It be more or less important to

have peaceful cooperatfon in such a world? Are such things possible in the future?

Footnotes:

1 Navarra, John Gabriel. Wide World Weather (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday &

Company, Inc., 1968), p.18.

2 World Book Encyclopedia, 1975, p. 520.

3 "Air, u World gig. Index, 1974, p.11. A magazine produced by the editors of ,

International Wildlife magazine and published by the National Wildlife Federation

(Washington, D.C.).

4 Schneider, Herman. Everyday Weather and How It Works (New York: Whittlesey

House 1961), p. 132.
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GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE AND WORLDWIDE WEATHER

World food supplies and prices have long depended on the weather. Today we are becoming

more interdependent. Human activity changes weather, accidentally as in pollution and

purposefully as in "rain making." The same world weather systems that bring cool fresh

breezes fibm one place become intercontinental carriers of pollution to another. These

same world weather systems that gently water crops in one place wash away soil and crops

in another, and their dry winds move on to steal what precious moisture remains in the

neighboring drought areds. Truly we are interdependent with weather and with each other.

This first complete view of the-world's.weather,-a.U-.-S-WeatherBureau_photomosaic frOM 450 /

pictures was taken by Tiros IX,on February 13, 190-. Can_you find each of the Coiftinents?

SUMNER 7,1174 -

I
A hemisphere of interrelated weather systems

showing hurricane Carmen (arrow), taken by

NASA's Synchronous Meteorological Satellite-1.

Hurricane Fifi striking Honduras, taken Sept.

18,1974 by SMS-1. Note how this storm bridges

the two continents as well as the two oceans.

Photos by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 20
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41# SCHOOL SERVICES
A future for cverychilq.

WORLD RNVIRONMENT 7 OUR RESTLESS EARTH

Obiectives: To develop global perspectives'by studying this.unii and the

,accompanying photos showing the earth from space and areas that

have been changed by movement below the surface of our restleas

earth .(tectonic activity);
. ,

To use simplified earth Eectonics to help elementary and junior

high students understand the interrelatedness og all the earth's

crust on which we live;
.,

To show human 'responses -- the caring for victims of earthquakes

and related.disasters -- and the wd.people all oVer the world

depend'on:each other, i.e, global interdependence

Materials: -ClassrooMWorld globe

Accompanying pictorial wallsheet "Oui Restless Earth"

Soft modeling clay, silly putty or playdough and.iwo small pieces

of 'stiff corrugated paperboard approximately 4" x 6"

'SS/0876113

Science equipment stand or similar stem% card table, or other

lightweight table, spiral spring with hooks such as ironing board

cover spring fastener und a paperweight or similar small heavy

object.

Paperweight or othei heavy object tied to at least four feet of

string

Two small pieces of plywOod'(approximately 18" x 24")

Two :yardsticks or other long, flat sticks

Eight or ten pounds of sand (best when mixed with gravel and some

natural clay or soil)

Small.shallow lightweight plastic or metal pan.

Miniature models of buildings, homia, cars, trucks or small blocks'

Or paper constructed items which can represent a's:nail-scale human

settlement (village, or a portion of a town or city)

2 2
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"Levels:

Procedures:

A selection of ehildren's books with information and diageams on

earthquakes, and encyclopedia entries on earthquakes

Recommended for grades 3 through 9. (Some components such as the

"Make your.awn earthquakes" and the picture sheets can be used
with younger children when read and explained by the teacher.)

Kak'fhe students if they have ever experienced an earthqUake or if they know
of anyonn who has been 'in an earthquake. What might it feel like to have the

ground move bener_th your feet, see hanging laillps swing from the ceiling,'or see

furniture v. e across the floor? Whit-might it be like tb see large buildings

come tumbling doWn around yon and to see the earth heave and streets twist before

your eyesi ...

They may be surprised to learn that "earthquakes" occur almost everywhere in

the world, and theie are'hundreds of thousands Xsome sources say millicns) of them

each year. However, it should be explained that a large number of these are more
accurately%referred to.as earth tremors or shocks, and that most of these small

earthquakes are too weak to be noticed except by earth scientists using sensitive

instruments

Nevertheless, there about 20 maior earthquakes a y6ar capable of producing
widespread destructiomand death to many people. Because many of these occur

beneath the sea or in remote land areas away from human settlements, they are of
Iesa immediate concern.

Those most seyere and most widely deetructive earthquakes, referred to as
great, earthquakes, occur on an average of one every two o'rthree years. One of

the most destructive of these earthquakes has recently strnck Guatemala, our
neighbor to the south, in early 1976. (Refer to the wallsheet.)

But before further dipcussing anY particular earthy/Ike, the.teacher should.
help students gain some basic understandings about*earthquakes ane tectonic

activity% And to understand these, students should first learn something about
the inside of our restless earth..

It may be helpful to dra* a sitnple diagram sach.aa Figure 1 on the thalkboard
or on a large sheet of newsprint. Some.siudents may'wish to make a display Model .

from colored construction paper: (Suggest the crust be brown', the mantle orange,

and the core )right'red. A thin layer of'blue'ocean could cover three-fourths of

the crust.) Upper grade Students might want to do further research into the dif=.
ferences in the likely make-up and temperature:sof the various layers inside the

earth. However, the important imstet at thts point is that the earth s. crnst is

a very thin layer af'rock easily broken by-the force of movements in the hot,

pliable mantle below it. For younger children explain that the earth's crust
might be com6ared to the crust on a loaf of,bread, thinner in Some places than in
others, with harder and softer spots here and there and with some cracks in the

crust.
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More recent findings by earth scientists have supported'the theory that

plates .ot large sections of the earth's crust have been broken apart by tectonic

activity or movements and changes where'the upper mantle meets the crust. Although

the analogy ccrtainly has limitations in its validity, it maybe useful for chil-

dren to.picture the hot dough and gases expanding as the bread is baked,-causing

crackS in the crust at being comparable'to the hot Fantle moving up through the

earth's crust as in the formation of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the Atlantic Ocean.

Ii is then the movement or collisions of these large continental or ocean area

pletes that cause most of the earthquake activity. Such plate tectonic movemeht

has more commonly been called continental drift.

Although the term continental .drift may be easier for younger students to

conceptualize, it may be helpful for therrito think of the Continents as those

Surfaces of the plates that are not covered with.oCean water and the.plaies ea

large sheets of the earth's crust .(ocean floor and dry land) that float on the

hot, plastic,rock Mantle of the earth. .

Rut first let us concentrate on the gxest single land mass that scientists

believe was once made up of all the continents together.. Figure 2 shows an out-

line of the jigsaw puzzlelike figure which the scientistracall Ennmen (from the.

Greek.words nen meaning all and gaea meaning land.)

Very, very long ago as we think of time, about 150 million years ago,-the

Pangaea crust of the earth was broken into two huge super continents.. (This was

not long ago CoMpared to the age of the tarth, which scientisis place atfour or

five billion yeart.) These two new land masses were called Laurasia and '

Gondwanaland. Figure 3 shows what scientists believe they looked like.

During the next 100 million'years after that, Laurasia. and Gontwanaland were

'broken into about 20 separate sections or plates. Some were shaped very much like

some of our continents today. Otheis were partly covered by oceans. Still.other

plates were made up entirely of ocean floors. Some of.these plates moved short

distance's. Others moved very long distances. (Refer to the wallsheet of photos

taken from space and high altitude aircraft and satellites.)

As these plates moved, scientists° believe they caused earthquakes basically

. in three ways.. Where they moved away from each other, new material frola the earth'

mantle'`was forced upward, forming rough ridges between the plates. These ridges,

such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Mid-Indian Ridge, can be seen on some of

the.maps and globes you may have in your classroom.

eften other more violent earthquaket were caused by plates moving toward

each other and colliding 'with great force. In the case of the South American

plate, it moved Westward and collided with an eastward moving plate covered by

part of'the Pacific Ocean. This is believed to have caused a deep trench where

the ocean plate was foteed downward and also to have caused the formation of the

Andes Mountains, for great pressure caused a buckling and folding of the western

edge of the South Lnerican plate.

Scientists also believe the evidence iavery strong that the Indian plate

carried the Indian subcontinent northward at such a force that it collided with

Asia many millions of years ago forming'the Himalayan and connecting mountain
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systems. Earthquake activity in these areas is still being caused as recently as

1974 and 1976 from the treat strain and pressure on the roCks in.these mountainOus:

areas. (Refer to the wal/sheet POur Restiess.EarthP and the composite picture

which.shows strong vidence of such street cqllision.)

CO

; The:third kind of-plate movement that causes earthquakes may best be illus- .

trated VY the movement of.plates in 'opPosite directions along the edges touching /

each,othert, The earthquakes along theSan Andreas fault in California may serve

as excellent examples of this kind ofAalste activity. (See Figure 6 and refer to

the waIlsheet again )

Figures 4,.5, and 6 can besketched on the board or raid out with colored

construction paper on a bulletin board. (Use blue for oceans, brown 4pr plates,

-ihd orange for mantle.)

The tectonic activity in Figures 4 and 5 can also be dem&nstrated more con-

cretely for young children with two small piece6 of fairly stiff corrugated paper-,i

board (large enough tollandle in order to crump1er,under7pressure, approximately.

4" x 6" or so.) .Piace.them next to each'other Odra similar sized, not too.thin,

sheet of soft playdough or suitably moist pliable modeling-clay. SlideTaperboard

pieces apart slightly-and,press down with pressure on parted'edges, until clay or

playdough oozes up between. separation. This represents riage.formation as in

Figure 4.

-,If the paPerboard is very stiff, score one piece lightly along two or three

corrugations on one edge. .Then place ''.40 edges or the corrugated Paperboard

together, making certeinthecorruiuns are al patThl to;the line where two,

pietes join. Hatf, help,hold,the adjoiniu6.edges down while the.teacher

form" 4.:'S,3 two pieces-L,otether. ,The scored piece-should buckle and rise on the

edge whfla the other stiffer piece presses)egainst the huckUng edge and turns

down into the clay under the othet piece. This rePresents parallel Mountain

range fOrmationlike the Andes and the Himaleyas.
' .

Once students have some basieunderstandintof what.causes-most earthquake

.activity, there is a needto develop empathy by focusing on their'potential

involvement,in quakes in the U.S. Most children in the U.S. have never exper

ienced a destructive earthquake.. Many have the.idea that this iiksometh at

happens only in foreigncountriesl, To help children develbp a better un rstandinl

of the earthquake as something that can affect us all, the following s tion,

"Major Earthquakes in the U.S.f",canbe readto,the'class and discuss as a'

whole or'given to individual students or groups to.read on their . The,same

proCedure may be used With the other two student material sections,"Measuring

Earthquakes" and"Makelour,Own Eavihquakes." Permission to reproduce copies .

for class use is hereby given. For use with lqwer trades, the teacher may read

and discuss the material with the class. ,

-
a
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MAJOR EARTRQUAKES TN THE U.S.

One of the most famous earthquakes in the U.S. was the San Francisco earthquake

in 1906. It was along time ago, but some people who are still living remember it.

The stories they tell are-very interesting. .

It was just after 5:00 o'clock in the morning on Apri1.18, 1906. Most people

were still in their beds asleep. But the milkmen, farmers bridging fruit and vege-

tables to market, the policemen, and others who work very early in the morning all

told stories, thatseemed unbelievable. Brick streets started to rise and fall in

ripples and wavesjike an ocean-. The heavy steel trolley car tracks were suddenly

twisted into "S" cUrves and buildings began to creak and fall down. Electric power

lines broke loose from their poles and flashed bright blue sparks, starting fires.

Other fires were started by cooking stoves that were knocked over by the quake.

'The earthquake was over in a little more than one minute, but the 'fires that

.were started got bigger and bigger. The firemen.connected their hoses to the fire

hydrants. But they could get no water. Can you guess why?

The earth's crust had moved not only up and down. It had split apart along a

line called a fault and the part on one side of that line moved several feet to the

north. This caused all, of the water mains and water pipes under the ground to break.

Without.water firemen could not stop the small fires. Most buildings were built at

least partly out of wood. They burned easily, and the fire spread throughout the

,city. When it was over, 28,000 buildings had burned. This did not include the many ,

buildings shaken down by the earthquake. Over 600 people had been killed, and many ,0

tens of thousands were made homeless-.

Later people learned that the earthquake that did all of this damage was not

just a San Francisco city earthquake. It was an earthquake that shifted land along

a line in the earth almost 250 miles 1.0g. This line of breaks in the earth's crust

ia called a'faultline. -The name of that particularfault is the San Andreas Lea.

You may have heard ebout it. Most people who live in California know about it.

Many are concerned about the San Andreas fault because it is still an(active fault.

_Look at the pi6ture of the Los Angeles area on the wallaheet "Our Restless Earth."

Ynu can see a section of the Sar Andreas fault there.

eut Celle= is not the only place inrthe U.S. that has earthquakes. We

usually expect ea hquakes to be found in mountainous areas nelir oceans or other

deep bodies of wa er. We would least expect a violent
earthquake, in a flat low area

near the middle of a continent. HoWever, you may be idrprised to learn that one of

the strongest earthquakes in.the earth's hiskory happened right in the middle of our

country, in Missouri.

Of courgm in 1811 missouri Was not Yet a'state. It was a part cf the Louisiana

purchase. The U.S. bought, it from.Napoleon (the ruler of France) knit eight,years

earlier.,)fot *man* people lived there
then,'except Indiana, traders, and a few

farmers.
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On a cold December night when everyone was ahleep, they were awakened by the

sound of logs in the wails of their c*b.r.ns twisting and groaning. The stone chim-

.neys fell first, tut many of the flexible log cabina stood during the first of the

'quakes. As'the second strolls quake struck, even these flexible tabirs tumbled down.

From the destriptions of what happened, scientists. know that it was,a very.

strong earthquake even though few people were injured. Why do yOu think fhis could

be true? (Remember there were.no tall buildings and no steep mountains in the area.)

People know how powerful this'earthquake must have been because of the changes

An the earth near there. Iecaused a large mass of land.--.almost 30,000 scidare'

miles -- to sink between five and 15 feet.into the earth. Just across the Mississippi

River in western Tennessee, an area of 12,800 acres sank so low that.it made-a lake

'called Reelfoot Lake. It is still there today hs evidence of this powerful'earth-
f

quake. /
;

John James Audobon, the famous naturalist yoU may already, know.about, was many

miles away'in Kentucky at that time.. He was tiding his horse when the second quake

struck. He later described how the.ground waved like a field of corn in a breeze.

Other people ad far north as Canada,- aa far south as New Orleans, and as far east as

Boiton felt the first two big Shotks.

A church bell ip Charleston, South Carolina, began,toxing in the. middle of

'
the night.. People chuld not understand why. They went to the.church and fOund no

one was ringing the bell. .How do yPu think they might have expiained it? What

%would you think if you had been there? Later they learned about the earthquake

many hundreds of miles away.

One of the strongest earthquakes in the Uated States hapiened just a few

years before you were born. Your parents can tell you about it, and,you can find

many pictures in books and magazines in your libraries. It was the great disaster

called the GOod Friday Earthquake.,

It was late- afternoon, .March 24, 1964. Families Were ehopping in the stores

af.Anchorage (the.largest city in Alaska.) They were buying the things you and

your faMily buy just before Easter,--fresh eggs, dye for cOloring them, chocolate

rabbits, Easter baskets', and other treats for the holidaymeekend.: Suddenly there

was a.deep rumble like the sound of thunder. Large chunki-of the streets and side.,

walkestarted.to tremble. 'In many placesthey crumbled and sank 30 feet into great

holes'or crackain the earth Within ihree to five minutes 115 people died and

.4500 were left homeless.. The damage.to.property was very,- Very great.. Think for a

:moment.- The-U.S. bought Alaska froT RUSEia .about 100 years before. for'$7,200,000.

The property damage froth this earthquaka wilialore than 100 times morevostly

$750,000,000. Scientisté later reportedAhat overtone millioneqUare miles of:land

and ocean floaf had been-effected by this gre earthquake. :Can you,picture in -

your mind how strong:sucivmovements.in the earth's crust muli;t:hg? '

Just.saying how Costly an earthquake is orlDow much land ox ocean floor it shook

isnot,enough: How can we hccurately compare theforce Of one:earthquake with another

Earth scienti6tri call heismologists have learned to measurs enrthcp4m44., How do you

think this might be done? If you want to know more 'about thit, ask for.the Mini-unit

on "Measuring Earthquakes."
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ME4SURIX F=QUAkES..

There have been little earth tremors and,great earthquakes.all over ihe earth

as long as there have been people on this earth (actually much longer). Feoplewere

alwa:is_curiopp about them. SoMe believed ,the earth was a flat surface bn the hick

of a giant turtle. When the turtle,movedie little, we had a little tremor. When

the turtle rose dp quickly or took large stepa, we had'a greatearihquake.. Stories

from other Cultures long ago told how the earth wasleld up by. elephahts, and earth-

quakes were greater when the elephants moved more. You may want to find other'

interesting stories about what different things caused earth tremors-and quakes. :

No one knows for sure who first measured an earthquake. But about 2060 years

ago, a man in China built a simple 22121121Eat, an instrument to measure movements

of the earth's crust. You can read more about it in an interesting book recommended

for grades five and up (Historical Catastrophes: axagliatta by Brown & Brown,

Addison-Wesley, 1974, p. 511). The principle used in all the early.selsmographs was

the principle of the pendulum. Any heavy object attached to the end of a light .

stick, string, or spring can be a pendulum. A pendulum tends to stand still when it

is not moving, even if things around it begin to move suddenly. It also tends to ,

'continue moving in the same direction when it is moving. And it tends to continue

moving at the same speed.

You have probably seen pendulums in old clocks.
as something that moves while a clock stands still.

just the opposite. It stands still. When the earth

seismograph except the pendulum moves Atli. the earth

clapper in a large church bell conld clang during an
bell tower moves and strikes it.

Usually you think of a pendulum

A pendulum in a seismograph is

quakes or shakes, ali of the

. This is why the striker'or

earthquake. The church and the

To demonstrate this, take a long string about as long as you are tall. Tie

one end to a weight such as a paperweight. Then hold the other end up just above

your head. With the weight just off the floor, move your hand back and forth very

rapidly. Stop quickly. Notice the.weight eid not move very much: It tended to

stay still. (This is sometimes called inertia, at rest.)

If you can make or find a stand that will fit on a card table or other similar

table that will wobble slightly, try this experiment. Find a small heavy weight

and a light- spring. An ironing board cover spring-type holder or a spiral notebook

wire,or similar spring will do if your weight is not too heavy. Hang the weight

from the stand by the wire spring,

'Then carefully lift one corner of the table quickly.and set it down, jolting

it to one side; Watch theveight.move. It ilvthe first MOvement-thit is important.

Think! Mhen the table goes up and down and toone side the weight tends to stand-

still. If you had a pen attachedto the weight-ahd touchidg a.piper surface

attached to the stand and table, it- would.make a wavy:line on.the paper. In this

way you'could meashre how much the table and stand-moved. .
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This experiment is.very simple. pcal reisographs are much more complicated.

But similar pendulums attached to pens thstdrew linss on moving pieces of paper

have been used for 100 years. Some seismo3raph pendulums weight more .than 20 tons.

Other modern.seistroaraphs.use beams of-olectric light which show movements on

photographic paper. "IMO measure electric current made by the earth Shaking heavy

steal:magnets. Some Modern seismographs are so sensitive that they can measure

the vibrations made by a spider crawling across it. However, when an earthquake is

-theaserred, we must have some we to describe it or report how strong it Vas.
7

There are two different scales,'or measures, used to.describe and report

earthquakes. One is the Mercalli Scale which runs from Lto XII. Note that this

scale is always written in Roman numberals. It is more correctly called the

Modified Mercalli Scale since it was modified or changed to include modern struc=

tures that did not exist in 1902 when Mercalli, an Italian seismologist, first

invented it. It is used to report perseeal observations -- what people feel and

see.themselves.

The twelve parts of this scale measure intensity and are as follows:

I. k-shock recorded by seismographs only.. Not noticed by people,

although they may feel dizzy cr nauseated. Sometimea birds and.

othet animals seem uneasy.

II. A shock felt indoors by a few people, especially if they are on

the higler floors of a tall building. Hanging objects and tree

limbs may sway.

III. This shock is felt by a number of people on lower as well as

upper levels orbuildings. Automobiles that are standing still

may rock slightly.

IV. Many people indoors feel this shock, and a few who are outside.

' Doots, windows, and dishes may rattle-

V. Almost everyone indoors, even those who were sleeping, may feel

this one. Pictures may fall off Walls, bells in churches may

ring, and furniture may shift slightly.

VI- Everyone indoors and outdoors, will feel this one.. Poorly con-
structed buildings may be damaged. Furniture may overturn.

Windows may break.

VII. People are frightened and run outside. They find it difficult to

stand. DriVers of automobiles oannot control the movement of their

'cars.- Well-constrUcted buildings are not.damaged, but ordinary

buildings suffer some damage. Bricks and stones are dislodged.

VIII.' Most.chimneys fall. People;are alarmed and may panic;.- Trees shake

with some breaking off. _Damage tOwell-conatructed buildings is

slight; ordinary buildings may collapse..

SS/0776/15
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IX. Total destruttion of a few buildings. People are generally panic-

stricken. There are cracks in the ground. Underground pipes sometimes

break.

X. Ground cracks'may be several !Inthea'wide, Well-built wooden buildings

and bridges are badly damaged. Cement and asphalt roads may develop open

cracks.

XI. Stone buildings are destroyed. Bridges fall, and railwY lines are

twisted. Pipes buried in the earth are all broken.

XII. Damage is complete. All manmade structures are deft

great changes in the surface of the earth. ,

:There are

The setond scale, or measure of earthquakes, is the Richter Scale. It is more

difficult to understand. It is &pressed in two ways, magaitde and

Magnitude is the measure of actual energy 'releaied. Amplitude is the measure of'

the strength of the seismic waves produced by the earthquake.

On the Richter Scale eath number step higher measures ten timea greater

am:;4z_ide but 60 times greater mmitute. For example, an earthquake measuring...5.0

on the Richter Scale is ten times greater in the seismic waves recorded than one

measuring 4.0 on the Richter Scale. But that-same earthquake is actually releasing

60 times as much energy. If this is not easy to understand, do not be too concerned.

You may want to read'more on this in some of the books listed in the bibliography.

However, it may be easier to understand the pchter Scale by comparing it to

the modified Mercalli Scale in the following way.

Non-Scaled
Popular Terms

usually "unnoticed"
--

usually 'smallest felt"

u small"

'local
damage

"moderate"
considerable damage

u major u

"great"

Richter Scale Modified Mercalli

(Magnitude) Scale (Intensity)

less than 3.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0 VII-VIII

7.0 IX-X

8.0 or more XI-XII

* This comparison can be helpful in learning about how magnitudes relate to

intensity, but itsshould be noted that these are approximate relationships only.
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Another way to compare the magnitutde of the energy released in an earthquake

is to comPare it to an explosive force of TN2. :A 5.0 Richter Scle quake is equal

to about 20;000 tons of TNT explosives in energy released. (The first atomic bomb

exploded in 1945 was equal to 20,000 tons of TNT:)

The mext time.you hear of an.earthquake in the news, find out what number and

scale are reported. Then try to compare it with other earthquakes you have read

'about. You may also want to compare their force with an equal amount of TNT

explosive force.

Now that you know something about how to describe and measure earthquakes,

you might like to make your own earthquake. After you make your model earthquake,

you may want'-to study it carefully and describs it by the I-X/I modified Mercalli

system. You cannot measure a model quake by Richter scale, but you can make a

-good guess or an estimate by using the-number table above. Ask your teacher for

the "Make Your Own Earthquakes" mini-unit.
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MAKEYOUR OWN "EARTHQUAKES"
SIMULATION/ROLE PLAYING ACTIVITY

-r~

Do you think there could be an earthquake where you live? Earthquakes can .

happen anywhere in the world. They can happen in low, flat land. They can happen-

under the sea. They can Kippen in the mountains and often do. Earthquakes usually

do more damage in the mountains than on the plains or uneer the sea. Why might this

be? You and your class or small group can do some simple experiments_to help you

find out why.

You can make a model of a small village (or a part of a larger community). You

may also want to pretend that each of you lives in a different part of the model

village or area to make it seem more real. Choose a few of your group or class to

pretend they are leaders or persons of some responsibility in the village. For

example, one could be the village chief or mayor, another a priest or other religious

leader. Others could pretend they are a doctor, a IL:hos:a teacher, or a storekeeper.

Each one could tell what he or she would do first.

It may also be interesting to act &it the parts of the varieus survivors.

(Remember, if your house or part of the village is covered by a landslide, you

would not be one of the survivors.) Each one could tell about what happened in his

or her area. Think of other persons who might come to the area after the quake.

(UNICEF officials, government leaders, scientists, etc.) Why might people from

other parts of the world be concerned about earthquakes in far away plates?

simple steps to make your own earthquake:

1). Find a piece of plywood or other, sturdy, flat board to werk On..(You

could use a small work table or desk top if covered with a heavy /

plastic to protect it.)

2). Place two yardsticks (or eimilar flat sticks) on the board.

3). Attach one end of each of the sticks together loosely with string

or rubber bends.

4). Cover the attached ends of the sticks andl the center of the board

with a bucket of moist sand mixed with a small amount of gravel

and earth.

5). Use your hands to form a valley with a mountain on each side.

6). Hake Some flat ledges or terraces on the mountainsides and on

one mountain make some_tall peaks. 14

7);.. Plade some buildings in the 'valley .tcvlorm a village.oi tOwn 'area.-

,
'Also place:some amall houses or other.huildings at the bottoorof the

mountain and others. on the flatiedges tinder the talIrpeaks. Viou
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can make your own from construction.paper or use pieces of games

such as Monopoly houSoL and hotels.)

8 . Make some littlo koads with bridges and some paths leading from
the village or town area up to the ledges under the peaks.

9 You.may want to add,small sticks and twigs for trees, toothpicks
and thread for utility poles and-lines, and other such material
to sake your-model look more real.

10) When you have a completed your mountain area model, write down on
.a piece of paper:

A.. How many people live in the village or area;
B. Where there is a_school,'marketplace, or other place where

many people woukOgather iogether;
C. Which places people are most likely tO be at different

times of the day night.

Before you start the earthquakes, choose one person,in your group'to look at
the second hand on a watch or clock. Use the.position of the second hand to repre-

sent the hour when the earthquake striked. Foi example, let each five seconds
(the space between any two'numbers on the watch or clock face).stand for one hour.

Each ti.me there is a quake', write down about what/hour the.second hand was pointing

to. (You willneed to let the second hand go sr-lurid twice each time to represent
24 hours in the day.)

Now you are ready to make an earthquake. Earthquakes are powerful, but the

real earth is very.heavy and packed more tightly than your model. So start verv

gently. Move die iwo free ends of the yardsticks apart a very small amount. Then

tap lightly on the edge of the board. Watch carefully tO see what happens. Earth-

quakes often have many small shakes or tremors before the main or strongest quake.

Look for cracks in the earth and small pieces tumbling down fr8m the peaks onto

the ledges.

Write down which houses or buildings are affected first. Then move the yard-

sticks Just a bit more, and tap a little bit harder ori the edge of the board.

Stop mrecord what has happened each time and at):thout khat hodra of the day or
night it.was. Are roads covered? Do bridges fall in? Are telephone and power

lines damaged? Remember, you have built a small-scale model. -Auy small cracks.or

small tumbling down of material xepresents a large movement in a real earthquake.

After your earthquake, count how many houses and buildings were covered. .The
people in theseTlaces should be commted as missing or killed.by the quake. How

many houses or buildings had some material or pieces of gravel fall on-them? Try

to.decide how many people would probably,be killed wad injured there. Remember to

check the time of day when each house or building was.struck.

When you have Completed your ca u lt report of the number killed, misiing, or

Injured, try to decide what other dame uas probably done. What about roads,

railroads bridges, utility lines ( if there were any), fires_started-during the
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quakeS, wells covered or caved in, food crops destroyed in the fields,-oT food

storage areas covered by landslides? Vhat ocher kinds of damage can you think of?

How is the environment charged?

Discuss these things with your group

things you should do first. if You were in

an earthquae. What kinds of help do you

your age in such an earthquake? Find out

them:

or your class. Then try to decide what

charge of giving aid to this area after

think would be most needed by children

the kinds of aid UNICEI provides for

Do you think the damage done bY earthquakes in distant places affects you in

any way? Think of the many things you and your family buy and use that come fron

other cLuntries. In a world where food is already scarce and high priced, what

might happen in your food stores if food crops far away are destroyed by disasters

such as earthquakes, hurricanes, and droughts?

(Optional Activity)

You may want to make another model of a flat plains area with a body of water

, on one side of the model. Find another flat board or,use the same board if you.

are finished with the mountain model. epeat the prodess without building any

steep areas'. Plade a tray or shallow pan of water filled near the brim on one

end of your board. Again be careful to observe what happens when the board is

firmly tapped on the top or the bottom and on the side. NOve the yardstitks under

the sand again. Remember, each small movement on a model iepresents.a Id& move-

ment on the earth. Compare the results of your earthquake in the mountain areas .

with your earthquake on the flat areas and on a body of water. Even'though water

is not solid and does not "break up" in earthquakes, you
might'want to look up

tsunamis in a book.or encyclopedia. They are big waves made by earthquakes Which

can be very destructive.

* * * * * * * *

Now you are ready to compare your earthquakes with some real earthquakes

that have happened in recent years. Ask yourtteacher for more information on this.

.Also look in your library for books on earthquakes as well as in your encyclopedia4

and in science and news magazines.
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TO THE TEACHLR

This section of the unit has been designed to use last. It is directed

primarily to the third objective -- rela::ng human responses to naturll disasters

which radically change the environment of the child. Through the use of the other

sections of this unit (on basic earth tectonics, earthquakes in the U.S., measuring

earthquakes, and student activities in making model earthquakes), we have tried to

develop a basis for a better scientific understanding of earthquakes while at the.

same time building a foundation for empathic understanding. But students need to

become more sensitive to the human and personal dimensions and to realize that every

one of us is a potential victim of natural disasters such as earthquakes. The de-

scriptions of earthquake disasters and follow-up programs of' disaster relief and

assistance should be presented as examples of human interdependence -- people depend-

ing on each other. The apparent simplicitir'of the idea of the "rich, unaffected"

nations giving to the "poor, disaster-stricken" nations may seem to imply depentance.

However, as was presented in the guide to the teacher's kit, all luag in this world

are linked to each other. The overriding imprint of interdependence can be seen in

all natural and human relationships. (Refer to teacher's guide for amplification of

this concept.)

* * * * * * * * *

Alfredo Juixan was sound asleep. Tuesday, February 3,, 1976, had been a long day.

The dsy starts early for most boys in Guatemala. There are many ouehaeeres or chores

to be done, and every hour of daylight is needed. Many Indian families are so poor

that they must work nearly all their waking hours. The law requires children between

seven and 14 to go to school. But only after they have tended their small crops and

few animals can many boys be spored the time to gc to school.

Nehddenly Alfredo wes awakened by a deep rumble intthe ground beneath him. He

was used.to getting up at daybreak, but it was three o'clock in the morning, .The

rumble sent a chill through him, worse than the chill of the February night air.- ,

Sometimes it gets near freeziAg In the mountain valleys of Guatemala. Alfredo and

his family were atong the lucky ones. They awoks and rushed out, into the chilly

night aLr into the Streets of Tecpan, Guatemala. Theyescaped, before the stones and

adobe bricks of their small house came tumbling down oa.them. But.many of their

neighbers were not so fortUnate. Tecpan, a town of 12,000 people about 33 miles to

the west and a bit north of Guatemala City, was destroyed in 30 seconds, And most-

of what'was left standing after the main quake came tumbling down in the.aftershocks

that started a half hour later and:continued for several weeks.

Hut this was not-the end. .Alfredo was brave.- He and his, family had faced hard-

ship before. -He was only fen years old, but he was.ready to Work 'id rebuild.bls

home.:.The picture on ihe wallsheetIshows ten-year-old Alfredo reading while he sits

guarding the' family hOmesite. Hislamily is busy searehinvfor food. How do you

think'Alfredo feels? What woul&you do:if you were in Alfredo's place?. What other'

kinds of needs do yoU think AlfredO would have? (Although the climate is warmer

:than ours., remember_it is winter and the'dry season. 'It seldom rains.in February in

'that area. The stores-and business.places have also been destroyed.)
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Alfredo had felt the earth move and shake before, but never with such force.

He did not know that A major earthgooke, 7.5. on the Richter Scale, had struck all

across his country. As terrible as it was in his town .of Texpan, it was even worse

"in the.towns to the north end east. In tin area several miles wide and nearly 150

imiles long, 22,000 people were killed; 75,000 were injured, and more than one millior

were made homeless. To be homeless any time is bad. But:to.be _homeless in the

winter, to be.without food and water, and to be injured-without medicine and bandage!.

is even More terrible. As many as 500,000 Children 1:kke Alfredo and thaboy with tilt

bandage on his injured head had no place to escape the cold. :(See picture on wall-

sheet.). The injured had no hospitalsand the few lucky ones who were bandaged and

treated had to stay in hospital beds pet up in the streets:

But the children of Guatemala have Many friends., People from all over the

world helped through their-gifts.to UNICEF. Boys And girls in the U.S. and Canada-

had 'collected money for UNICEF at Halloween. 'The money in the orange TriCk or Treat

boxes was used to buy tents-at blankets and medicines and bandages. Some were

,stored to.be ready for such emergencies.. UNICEF. made available $100,900 immediately

and within a few hours Of the quake was Providing-tents and blankets as well.as

medical supplies and water supply equipment.

There are many stories of kindness"and unselfish help following the earthquake.

The Guatemalan Scouting Association volunteered to help UNICEF distribute food and

emergency supplies. The Scouts have. also helped 'in rebuilding schools for the

Guatemalan children. UNICEF is helping by providing-haimers, nails and other such

materials for the'volunteers to use.

But rebuildIng Guatemala will take a long time and much help is still needed.

UNICEF is-Jnow Working to raiae $3 million for the longer term to provide Guatemalan

children with basic services. . -

° A little more than a year before the Guatemalan earthquake, there was another

earthquake which killed 5000 people and injured rleveral times that number. Severe

damage was'done to over 10,000 homes, with many totally destroyed. Whole villages

were wiped out... Large numbers of cattle and other animals died. Schools, market

places, roads, bridges, and even terraced fields'and irrigation systems were .

destroyed. From the deAtruction ydu might expect that this was a Wnior earthquake

like the one in Guatemala. But it was not. It barely qualified as a moderate

earthquake.

The Pakistan earthquake of December 28, t74, register4 only 5.5 onthe Richtt

Scale. This was two-full number steps below th 7,3 cplake.in uatemala..1Do you

remember howto compare earthquakes on the RichterScale? One ull step is. 60 time

greater in Magnitude or energy.,released inside the\earth!s erust. .Thusthe GUatema:

quake was two steps higher, that.is .60 times-60, or .3600.timea Wore powerful.than ti

Pakistan quake! This may be bard.for you to believe when the number killed-a0

injured in Guatemala was only.four or five times greater .Aut:there.wereaome

Important-things differentabout the environmentvin these two places:,

Although/Guatemalahas high mountains,'much.oftheland s fairly flat along

the Metagua Fault, the center of that quake. lIcmt of the mountains are not nearly

as steep as that area of PakiA7ian at the western va of the Himalayas. But one of
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the biggest differences is what the port:Int-Ion hes done,to the environment! In

Pakistan the population grew larger a-.1:71 people moved higher on°the slopes of .the"

mountains.. Wooden timbers for building ',7ere cut farther up on the slopes. Larger

numbers of goats and other animals grczei on the little grass on the high slopes.

Farmers planted crops high and'higher. Yinally the deforestation., the overgrazing,

end the extension of cropping did great environmental damage to the land. Erosion

made great cuts in thealopes and steep gorges in the mountainsides. Great sections

of earth and rock were weakened bY lack of true roots and tther vegetation.
,1

When an earthquake. of tmall or moderate strength strikes such an area, the

damage is always much greater. The farms'and villages in the steep walled .yalleys .

and the Indus River valley itself suffered great destruction: There were reports of

a terrible "rain of boulders" and large landslides. These landslides set off by the

earthquake were bad enough as immediate.killers. But they also buried the valuable

fertile soil.under thoutauds of tons of boulders and filled in reservoirs needed for

irrigation. Thus, long after the sheeks and tremors were over, the earthquake still'

affected their food. production. However,'immediately after such an earthquake

disaiter in thS middle.of the winter,'manychildren who ourvivethe landslides and

collapse of thetr homes, risk-dying from exposure to the cold. The government of

Pakistanquickly.calledfoT blankets medical,supplies, and tents to save the lives

of the houeless and injurel.'Again UNICEF was among the first to respond with over

$150,000 worth of emergency aid. Within 24 hours' of the order nearly 2000 tents,

were airlifted from New York to Rawalpindi, Pakistan. There they were trucked immed-

iately to base camps at points wherethe.roadivere blocked by landslides. From '

there.Pakistani helicopters carried them into.isoiated areas as they did with bales

of warm blankets supplied by UNICEF. 1See the,pictures in the wallsheet showing the

trucks loading bales of, blankets and the helicopter picking up bales and othef

supplieS to fly io victims of the earthquakp.)

Many people work together and depend on.each other in time of emergencies. So

do many organizations. Both the United Nations Disaster Relief Organization and the-

United Nations Development Program made special contributions of $20,000-each to

UNICEF. ,Pakistan International Airways flew the supplies from Kennedy Airport in

New York without charging UNICEF. Many volunteers from a variety of other private

and government offices helped in every way possible., '
/

Shortly after the quake a'team of UNESCO seismologists was sent to study the

earthquake's movements and help the government plan ways to avoid such disasters in

the future. The Pakistan Forestry Service.is conducting experiments and planting .

more trees on the slopes. Other agencies are trying to help farmers plan-ways to

protect their environment and themselves at the same time. These.include building

better terraces, planting fruit and nut trees on steeper places instead of growing.

'grain, and teaching farmers generally elb4ut good.conservation practices, ,It is also <

important for them to learn how to build safer homes from simple, inexpensive materlaIt

(Rouses made of mud and wattle witti strong timber supports.withstood the earthquake

where they were not struck.by boulders andlandalides.)

But the problems in northern Pakistan are still great. The lesson Nature teaches'

us all is that we must take care of our environment or it will not take care of our

needs. We must learn that we are all interdependent with our environment.
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Thin5s to ilemember

We all live'on the very thin crust of the

earth's surface.

This crust is broken into several large
seCtions called plates.

The movement of these plates, sometimes,
called continental drift, causes.

earthquakes.

Earthquakes can happen anywhere in the
world.

When major or .great earthquakes strike.near-..,
cities and towns, people are offen
killed or injured, and their homes,
schools, and other buildings may be .

destroyed.

'At such times,people depend more on each, .

other,..and that's waht UNICEF is all

about.

You can help other children in earthquake
town areas through UNICEF,.

S. 38
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United States Cominittee for UNICEF

SCHOOL SERVICES
A future for every child.

WORLD ERVIRONMERr-- f7DR OCEAN SEAS AND
THE WATER-CYCLE

Ob'ectives: To demonstrate the importance of water to all forms of life on
this planet and the need to'care for our water envirunment;

To provide simple demonstrations of the 'hydrological cycle
(water cycle);

, To show hoW the'oceSns.relate,to everyonels basic needs and how
we depend on the seas for many things nuse in our daily life;

To show how the actions Of.each one of us affect the water enyir-

1
onment we all share on this planet. e

IMaterials: A clasSroom globe

i

.

"Water, water..:" issue of UNICEF's World
,

.

Three clear drinking water, glasies,a.glass. flask, several small

clean glass bottles for collecting watel specimens, a watch
glass or.similar shallow.tlass dish or dishes

Celery, potatoes, apples, oranges, cucumbers, or other similar
fruitsor vegetablei

'Me

Red and blue food coloring and salt

Heating device for boiling water

8 to 12 inch square of grassy sod and similar square of bare earth

Two trays or shallOw aluminum pans and two basins Or pans large
enoL01 to citch runuff from 'trays

Two dozen ice.cubes and two small pieces of thin eloth

Two sprinkler cans end a large funnel (plastic gallon jugs,ean.be
made into spulnk:11:cs all a fLunel can.be made from.an inverted
plastic gallon jug vit.:4 th'e bottom cut out)

Washed silica sand, at least a h'alf gallOn.

Coliform bacteria test-kit
,
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Levels:
.1,

K-3 and 4-8

6
Procedures for Kindergarten through Ftimary Grades

Although tht concepts and objectives in this lesson may, seem somewhat complex
for teaching ai these levels, it should be noted that young children are naturally
attractea to Water Since most children love to play with water, this natural
inclination and Interast can be used to advantage in teaching this unit to young
children.

, In teaching the'conccpt of water as important to all forms of life, we must
first link directly with the children's experiences the importance of water to_
their 1ikies. The following capitalized parts may be read to the children as they
are or paraphrased as appropriate for your class:

WHAT IS WATER? WHO NEEDS IT?

Hold up a clear glass cObtainer of water for all to see. Actept all,,ans,,Yers

and continue the discussion until each Child so motivated has an opportunity to
-espond. Pater is something we all take so much for granted that we seldom think
of defining it. The WorldBoOk DictionarY lists its first definition as:

The liquid.that constitutes rain, oceans, rivers, lakes, and,
ponds. Perfecjy pure water-is a transparent, colorless,.
tasteless, scentless compound of 'hydrogen and oxygen. It

freeies at 32''' Fahrenheit or CP Centigrade,'boils at 212'
Fahrenheit or 10(r,Centigrade.

,Some children may surprise you and use ice, steam, moisture in the air as examples
of water. If not, try to ask questions that suggest water might- sometimes'be fro-
zen solid, boiled, or evaporated:

Many answers may emerge in response to 'WHO NEEDS IT? Some may think fitstof
fish and other forms of animal life that live in the>4ater. Some may think of

plants and other'forms of vegetable life. Others mi.9 think first of our need for _

- water to drink, to took, and to wash with. The iMportant concept for children to
develop is the idea that we all need Water. '

r

WHERE DOES WATER COME FROM?

. Answers wil range from the water faucet and drinking fourtain td the sky or
4,47ells and river, lakes:and oceana.__In the discussion help chxidrewsee that all-
answers are right.,Water does not come from any one plate. All water we see and
use has at one time or another been in the sky, under the ground,, in a stream or
lake, and in the ocean and manylother places between.
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MOST OF THE WATER ON OUR PLANET IS IN THE OCEANS. LOOK AT-THE GLOBE. CAN YOU

'SEE THAT THE OCEANS VER ABOUT THREE TIMES AS MUCH OF THE EARTH AS THE LAND DOES?
THIS WATERIS ALMOS1 ALL SALT WATER. ONLY A VERY SMALL AMOUNT OF WATER (about three
percent) IS WHAT WE CALL FRESH WATER. MOST OF THIS FRESH WATER IS FROZEN NEAR THE-
ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC REGIONS AND IN SNOW FIELDS AND GLACIERS ON HIGH MOUNTAIN TOPS.
THE FROZEN WATER MELTS VERY SLOWLY. IN SOME PLACES IT MAY STAY FROZEN FOR HUNDflEDS
OF YEARS. THIS MEANS THAT WE HAVE VERY LITTLE MESH WATER TO USE, AND WE MUST USE
IT WISELY. WE WILL.,LEARN MORE ABOUT FRESH WATER LATER.

VHERE DOES;WATER GO?

This is a very open-ended q&estion. Many. Children will talk of water running
in small streams into larger streams and rivers and finally into the seas and
oceans. This idea of the interrelateonship of all water is important. A delightful

storybook enjoyed Ilixe,young children for many years may be shared at this time,
Paddle to the Sea Ey.Holling,C. Holling.

Water in Living Things

I

Andther kind of answer to this'qneation is alsO important.' WATER GOES INTO
.AND BECOMES A PART OF ALL LIVING THINGS. Explain _that each of them is made up of ,

moKe'than-ae-half water -- more nearly two-thirds. ALL, PLANTS AND ANIMALS ARE
MAIM UP OF A),ARGE AMOUNT OF WATER. To demonstrate this, ask children to do a
Omple.experimenti Bring various fruits end vegetables anal as potatoes, apples,
oranges, or cdcumbers to class,. Have the children'weigh each one on a small:sensi-
tive scale and record the weight. Then have them Carefully cut each one into very
thin glides so that several surfaces Will open'to the air. These slices should
then be placed in a pan or on sheets of aluminum foil or wax paper to'protett win-
dow sillaatd furniture from stains. Let them dry for two or three days and.weigh
them again. Then compare the before and after weights.

WHY ARE THEY LIGHTER NOW? THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO WEIG6S IS THE MATER
WHICH WAS. LOST. WHERE.DID THE WATER GO? DO YOU.THINK.PART OF THE'WATER FROM THE
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES THAT DRIED OUT IN YOUR ROOM MAY NOW BE A PART OF YOU? HOW
doutb THAT BE? Explain.that they were breathing the air in the classroom while
the water in the fruits and vegetables wia evaporating.

This experiment can be done_in less time by placing the slices in direct,sun-
light and.can help introduce solar evaporation to the children. Also a variati,..n
of the evaporation expeciMent on page fOur of the "Water, water..." issue of UNICEF's

-World can be achieved by placing half of the slices In the sUnlight and half in the
shade.

IF YOU HAD,EATEN THE FRUIT INSTEAD OF CUTTING.AND DRYING IT, WHERE WOULD THE'
.WATER BE?

Explain that part of the Water would stay in their bodies for a while, while
part would evaporattArom their skin as perspiration, and the rest would be passed

through their bodies as waste water.

SS/0876/21
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Anothor important Concept to be developed in.this leison is the imPortence of

water quality. If living things, plants, and animals are*to grow and be healthy,

they need,clean, fresh water. -The next exercise ean'help children see that just

any water will not do..

Fresh Water and:Salt Water

WE LEARNED BEFORE THAT MOST OF THE WATER ON OUR PLANET IS SALT WATER. HUMAN .

BEINGS AND MANY OTHER LIVING THINGS NEED FRESH, CLEAN WATER TO LIVE.

To demonstrate this need, two small, inexpensive potted planta may be used.

Have the childreirobserve each one carefully and record the Size, color and shape

of each plant and its leaves. .

Then add fresh wdeer taone_plaht and salty water.

to.thd othen (Mix about one teaspoon ilt in.a half cup Of water.) Observe them

closely at the beginning of the day and at regular interVals each day. ReCord the

difference in'the health of the two plants.

Explain that the salinity or saltinesa of water is only one problem we must

be concerned with. There are :aany other things that make fresh water Unsafe or

unusable for certain needs. (See suspended solid4 and baCterie exercises an pages

six and seven of this unit.)

WATER MIXES WITH MANY THING8, AND THESE MIXTURES ARE.CARRIED INTO PLANTS WHEN

THEY ARE WATERED AND INTO ANIMALS WHEN THEY DRINK.

'Red, Y;4ite,and Blue Celery

' You can easily demonstrate how things travel into Plants from water. Place a

few drops of food coloring in two glasses of water. For an interesting color

effect, use one glass with red coloringand one withoblue and keep, a third (control)

glass with clear water only. Put several freshly cut celery etalka in each glass.
Let stand'overnight and cut across the stalks at an angle. Then have the children,

,observe closely hum the 2ood coloring was carried along inSide of the stalk. Explain

that all livingthings use water to carry various nutrients from cell to cell, just

as human 'being° use water to carry nutrients to all parts of their bodies. Thus

is.important that the water we drink have nothing added or mixed in it that would be

unhealthy for our bodies.

Refer to the UNICEF's World "Water, water..." edition. EMphasize how most of

us just take clean water for granted. We seldomjet sick from watdr in our country.

Explain that children in many parts of the world suffer and die from maay diseases

caused by unsafe water. Then read about "The 48-Hour Miracle" that UNICEF is help-

ing to hring-to many children in villages in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
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Procedures for Middle and UpPer Grades

.
With a somewhat more sophisticated approach, intermediate grade and juniOr ,

high level studenti can also.gain frOm discussing some of the same basic questions

introduced in the preceding section for K-3 use. ,(Conversely, K-3 children as well

.may benefit from this section where the teacherthooses to adapt it to:the level

of interest and ability of a particular group.) However, older ch4ldren'will be

better able to conceptualire'cause and effect relationships ovexa greater time

period and See a.more:dirett relationship between their actions and the quality or

deterioration Of our vater environment. They willalso be better able to concep-

tualize the hydrological cycle and' see the increasingly difficult problems of

providing enough fresh water for an ever-expanding population of water Users. As .

. was introduced previously, 97 to .98 percent of the water on our planet is ocean

water. The implications Suggested by these figures are basically twofold:. (1) We

eAercise great care in planning the wise use of our,yery.limited fresh water

resources; (2) If.the world population-either continues 4ts present growth or

increases its per'capita demand for fresh water, we must find practical ways to -

convert ocean water to fresh water.

We offer the following series of experiments/activities designed to help stu-

dents understand the water cycle and humankind's interdependent xesponsibility for

the water environment.

Demonstrating the Water Cycle

One. of the simplest ways to see the physical processes of the witer cycle as

it exists in nature can be demonstrated in just a few minutes with easily access-

ible materials. Heat some water to the boiling point and pour'it into a.(preheated)

drinking glass. .Rotate the glass carefully until the sides are moistened to the

top. Put some very Cold water in a flask or other glass container which.will rest

on and slightly down in the glass of very hot water. .(If another glass is to be

used, be certain thatit is of a much gxeater cone shape to avotd the top glass

sticking or causing the bottom glass to break.)

The students will observe water evaporating from the hot water source, con-

liesifig on the bottom of the -Edld water containeri.and-falling-back as precipita-

tion into the hot water. Discuss these steps of the water cycle and ask for

examples of their parallel steps found in our natural environment.

Simulating a §ijsple Watershed

A simple,way to demonstrate a variety of .natural phenomena in the use and

misuse of fresh water in a watershed area can .also, be done inthe classroom with

.readily accessible materials; Cut-a small piece of sod fairly well filled with

-aiialthy grass coven': It need be no larger than an:.8 to 12.4nch,square. Make

an, :her piece of similar size, using bare soil. To begin, botk:pieces. should be

SS/0876/21
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equally moist throughout. Place each on a shallow pan or cookie sheet to allow

maximum drainage. Elevate one end of each model watershed with a brick or similar

object. Be certain the elevation is the same for both models, approximately 10' .

The low ends of the trays must be placed in a basin or cake pan in such a way as

to catch the runoff from each tray. Without breaking either piece, try to see

that the sides of the two squares on the trays are slightly higher than the center,

forming a valley.

Then place an equal number of ice cubes (a dozen or more) in a thin cloth or

netting across the highest end of the valley on each square. Sprinkle the ice

cubes and cloth-with an equal amount of warm water to initiate more rapid melting.

Additional sprinkling may'be done as needed. This procedure can be used to simu-

late the action of spring runoff from melting snow and ice. 'The experiment can

also.be done In a shorter time period by _slowly pouring equal amounts of water

from sprinkler cans on each model watershed piece. If sprinkler cans are not

available, plastic gallon jugs with small holes can be used. This procedure can

be used to simulate the action of rain on watersheds.

In either case students will observe:

(1) That the water is retained better by the sodded

watersheti.model;

(2) That the water wh#h runs off of the sodded piece
is cleaner than.the runoff,from the bare soil
watershed;

(3) That small ridges of erosion begin to show on
the bare soil model.

Discuss parallel examples of this found in real watershed areas and the

actions that can be taken to better control rapid runoff (flooding), erosion, and

stream pollution by'silting. How can the actions of each one of us make such

,problems better or worse? Also discuss what happens in such streams to, the various

forms of life that depend on a clean water environment. What must be done for

human beings to use such 4ater?

A Water Filtration Model

A further exercise that is not difficult and that requires simple materials
can demonstrate one way to treat dirty, polluted water. First, make a.simple model.

water filtration system. Use 3 large funnel (or construct a funnel-shaped water
resistant container such as a plastic gallon jug with the bottom cut out and small

holes punched.in the screw top). At the bottom of the funnel place a piece of
folded cloth to keep sand from being washed through. Then fill the funnel with

clean washed silica base sand. Take'muddy water, (visibly polluted water such as

the water from the bare soil watershed experiment if done in sequence) and pour it

into the top of the funnel, letting it filter slowly through the sand and collect

in a ,:dean glass below. Repeat the process if necessary until water is noticeably

cleaner.
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Suspended. Solids in Water

Another simple experiment can be used to demonstrate Atjulnata sOlids in

polluted r dirty water. Suspended solids can-be from a wide variety, of sources,'

but they .chiefly consist of silt, living or dead animals, animal tissue or wasted,

human sewerage, and industrial wastes.

Have students colleCt a variety of visibly dirty. water samples from nearby

rivers and stieams. Try to get samples from above and below outlets for local

industries and city or town outlets oftwaste water. .Also collect.samples from

lakes, farm ponds and from street gutters after a rain storm. If your school is .

near a sea coast or soune, or some other saltwater inlet, collect and compare.salt-

water samples, too. (Be certain to caution students to use care and wash their

hands after Collecting any samples.)

Bottles of clear glass of equal size should be filled andlabelled as to

source. Then have students-shake.the bottles Vigorously and record the different

"times necessary for the water in each bottle to clear. Also compare the amount .of

solids that settle out in the bottoms of the bottlesidth the volume of Clear water

on top:

Questions for discussion:

(1) Which water sources seem to. haVe the most suspended solids?'

(2) What-might some of these solids be?

(3) Do some samples have an area of settled out solids at the

bottom with clear water above-and yet another layer of matter

at the top? If so, what does this indicate? (Example: lighter-

than-water materials such as oil, grease, or other petroleum

products or other particles of matter that float.)

(4) Is the clear water now less polluted? Is it unpolluted?

With regard to question #4, students should know that remOval of suspended

sort& and -floating-debris-or-oils-Is-an-important first step in treating polluted

water. However, only a test for bacteria and other dianolved.materials can deter-.

mine the drinking quality of water. Sewerage treatment plants have holding tanks:

and filtration systems where such suspended and.floating material can be.removed,

but the clear water is then treated chemicallY.

Testing for Bacteria

There are various tests and chemical treatments for bacteria which are

described in chemistry and other science books; but few are easy and safe for (

elementary school classroom activities. .For this reason we suggest using a test
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kit without harsh chemicals, such as the coliform test kit uepared by the Kemtec

Education Corporation of Kensington, Md. (See bibliography and resources for

address and price.)

Use water from several of the fresh water sourced sampled in the previous

elcerCie as well as clear water.samples. Place.one, Milliliter or ebout.15 drops,

'
approximately one-fourth teaspoon, in a test vial and store in a'warm place for .

24 hours. If coliform bacteria are present, the Purplish sOlution in the vial

will froth and turn a 'yellowish color. If you haVe:enough test vials, let each

student test a different source,'listing the time and place each sample was taken

and the results observed.
'

Coliform baCteria are a particular bacteria which come from the intestinal

tract of animali., including humans. High levels'of coliform may indicate a serious

pollution of the water source. It is important to note that the frothing of. the

liquid in the vial and the color change does not itself indiCate the water' source

is polluted by any other speCific forms of:bacteria,'but rather that it contains

conform bacteria, and more"testing is necessary to determine just how it may'lls

polluted. Neither does tn aosence of a positive reaction assure us thtt the water

is unpolluted by other forMs. of bacteria. Nevertheless, thie is- a very important

test, as the amount of conform is most often the main'factor in testing w:tether .

or nbt a stream or other water source is likely to be polluted.

.
A Simple Saltwater Experiment

The following exercise can help students learn more about salt water and

demonstrate one of the properties of a solution, as weil as demonstrate the

power of the sun in the evaporation process.

Put a small amount of clean sea water in a ."watch glass." If/sea water is

not available, mix 5 grams (one teaspoon) of table salt to 100 grams of water (a

little less than a half cup) and,stir vigorously. Although a watch glass is

preferable, other small,glass dishes may be substituted if several students want

to try this at,the same time. Use equal amounts of the same salt solution. Some

glass dishes may be placed in a tightly closed container, set out in the open

classroom, placed under a lamps in a shady area, and others placed in full sun-

light as much as possible. Have students record the conditions under which-their

test dishes were placed and the approximate time required for the water to evap-

orate. Compare and discuss these differences.

In all cases have students observe the material remaining-in the watch,glass

-. or dish. Zaste the residue. (Samples should be from hasicaIW cle#n sources;

however, point out that'bacteria cannot-livein a dry salty environment and thus

salt is often used as a preservative 'where refrigeration is not readily.available.)

Mhy was'the salt residue. not virible before tile water had evaporated? Enplain

that real sea water is-a solution.of water and various mineral' salts.. 'In a solu-
/

tion the diasolved mineral salts are not'visible.-
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Point out that the sun lies a very great power to evaporate water, and this

solar power is the primaryforce in_the dynamics of the hyerological or water

cycle.

Make Your Own Solar. Still.

.4

An optional project that might be.undertaken by ail'interested student or

group of students is that of making a small-Scale solar still.. There are better

,and more detailed descriptions-than we can offer here in various science hooks,

and we recommend student research before attempting to build one. However, a

'- solar:still is a Sipple device which can-be used to convert salty (saline), hrack-.

ish, or-other polldted water.into fresh, clean water., It can be built relatively

eagily from readily available, inexpensive materials.

A pan of impure water is eLclosed by a sloping transparent cover, trapping

both solar energy and.the water Vapox heated by,that energy; As the water vapor

comes in contact with the sloping glass, plastic, or other transparent material,

, it condenses and runs down the, slope into a second pan or trough which is used to

catch and store the distilled water. Such a,aimple etill can demonstrate on a

small scale a 'process that may.beeeme more widely used on.a large scale as clean

fresh water is found to be inereasingly Searce (due to increaSed population and/or

increased.per capita consumption).

How We All Depend on thb'Seas

This is one exercise that students at all levels can do. Challenge them to

make a liat of the many ways that they and their families depend on the oceans

and seas. Although the lists at lower grades will more likely be shotter, intro-

duce the exercise at all levels by initiating a discussion bf some of the various

categories to be included. For. example, the oceans and seas as:

(1) fisheries; (2) aquaculture "farms" and other:food,sources;

(3) mineral resource-beds;-(4)-transpOrtation routes;.(5) tidal

power sourcea; (6) research laberator1es;.(7) recreational

areas; and (8) settings for art work and other aesthetic uses.

Some-students will need more introductoty discussion than ethers, but those

who appreciate a challenge should need only a minimum:of discussion. Followup dis-

cUssions should ihcluds ways in whfch w work together and depend on each ether sa

we all share the'resources c the seas to_meet our common human needs. Emphasize

our increasihg interdependence As we Aepend more on the seas.

For an additional.exercise for those students who need further Challenge in

this area, ask them to make a list of things they and their families have and use

that are totally unrelated to the oceans and-seas% Point out that nothing should

be on that list that has in any way come from the sea or is made up of materials

or living things that depend in some way on mineral resourcea or any form of life

SS/0876/21 ' 47
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from the sea. Note that this is one of those rare assignments where the most
thoughtful students will likely produce the shortest lists.

Conclusion

In summary, we know in general how important our water environment is. But

sometimes we forget it or act as if we did, not really believe it.

We know that the seas cover three-quarters of tha,earth's sufface. But that-

can be misleading if we 'think there is an inexhatiatible supply of water. Few

people realize the very small athount of.water thre is on our planet. According'

to Jacques Cousteau, "If the earih were the size of an egg, all the water and all

the oceans, streams and glaciers would be but a single'drop on that egg's shell."

That drop of water could not be spread out to cover three fourths of the egg's

surface because of the surface tension cf the water droplet. If it could be done,

that Very fine layer of water would then compare with the average depth of our
oceans on this planet.

The fact that our water environment is sp limited is even more difficult to
accept when we remember that only'three percent ofthat drop of.water would be

fresh water and that much of it would be frozen in snow and glaciers.

We know that all life depends on Water in some form, in the ocean, on land,

or In the air. Without it no'form of life on our planet could exist. Even,those /

few simple organisms that can survive without air must have water.

Although few of us'have ever had to go without water for very long, we know

what it is like tobe thirsty on A hot, dry day even for a short time: We can

understand why if.is very,iMportant for children all.over.the world to have safe,-

clean water to drink... For this reason in.more than 70 countries UNICEF.iehelping

to provide safe, clean Water Or children, Refer to the enclosed "Water, water..."

issue of UNICEF's World. Alau aee the enclosed.picture eheet "dlobal interde-
pendence.and Worldwide'Meather" (parl 6f-the weather unit): 'Note the two pictures
of drought above the caption "Too little water and its effects-:oh,land and people,"

and 'the third pietUre showing a UNICEF Well-drilling tig in operation.

We-know that we are all dependent on euch fresh, clean water to drink if we,
are to live. But it is harder to see hoW we are alj. dependent on theoceans and
sees, too. Many of us live far °from any great body of water, and it appeas that
we do not depend on the seas for Our life. But we must'remscimber that if,it were,

nct for the evaporstiOn of water'from the seas into great cloud and weather systems,
our fresh water sources. would scion dry up.' And we ire equally dependent on the
seas for our foop, whether or not we ever, eat fish or seaMods directly. The plank-

ton, small organleme sometimes called _the "graislands ol the sea," absorb, the

mineral nutrients from the sea. Other forma of life in the sea feed on the plankton,
and a variety.of birds and-land animals eat theM. IhrOugh 'this complex food chain,
a higher order of animals ii:nourished at each "link" in the chain, and eventually,.

at one levol or another,huMan beings dePend directlY or indirsctly,on food from the
' sea.

33/0876/21
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Discuss and emphasize the following points. We all have a vital stake in

protecting our water environment in our local community and in our global seas. If

we pollute our water, we hurt others and ourselves. If the industries we support -

with our purchases of goods and services pollute our water with industrial wastes,

we also have responsibilities for that, too. We must choose more wisely what we

buy and*consume, and we must insist that these industries us.:: methods and materials

which will not,destroy our water environment in producing those goods and services.

The effects of our actions are interdependent with each other and the environment

we all'share. Some say we and our businesses and industries cannot afford to do

what is necessary for a clean water environment, but we mUst consider the cost to

all of us if we fail to do so.

If.we aren't willing to pay the price for protecting
the seals environment,' we will ultimately have to pay

-the price of destroying it.

Read the above statement by the Office of International Environment Affairs of

the Sierra Club. ASk each student to think carefully about it. What price might

each of us have to pay eventually if we fail to protect our environment?

* * * * * * * *

Careers and Water. Environment

With the greater awareness of the importance of our water environment, there

are increasing opportunities for young people to work in water-related careers.

Discuss some of these careers and invite school counselors and resource persons

from your community to talk to the class about opportunities for careers In science

and technical fields related.to areas such as water management, environmental sani-

.tation, and the,marine sciences._ For_111,booklet_on_Trainink_and_Careers in Marine

Scienne, write to the International Oceenographic Foundation, 10 Rickenbacker

Causeway, Miami, Fl. 33149 and enclose so cents. For the slide set "Safe Water:

A Basic.Human Right," including a commentary, and teacher's guide and an activity

sheet on water-rclated c-:.eera, write to the U.S. Committee for UNICEF and enclOse

$3.00. .

SS/0876/2C
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United States Committee for UNICEF

SCHOOL SERVICES
A future for every child.

WANTED: SOMEONE TO CARE FOR EARTH

Our Earth is in need Of pampering. It hal been overused, misused,,and

thoughtlessly exploited in the.past with little concern for its future "welfare."

Before it's too late, Earth must be spared a thought in the general planning and

preparing for life.

After decades of despoiling the air, the water, the soil -- and in so doing

also affecting our own well being -- it's time to make amends to the damage Tae'Ve

wrought. -anions of tons of chemicals have pervaded our atmosphere through the

use of chemicals which are.an essential part of an industrialized setting; pesti-

cides and fertilizers, indiscriminately used, have Infiltrated our soil and passed

on into the food chain, often to the detriment of both human and animal health.

Domestic and industrial waste, sewage and other undesirable matter have found

their way into our water and so polluted it for human and animal use.

"Acid" Rain"

A few examples taken at random:suffice to indicate the extent tc which we

have polluted our environment: for instance, more then 100 million tons of sul-

,phur dioxide are released into the atmosphere over Europe and North America every

year by industry, according to an Econo#c Commission for Europe Report published

in October 1975. This discharge is responsible for what is known as "acid,rain"

o "acid snow" over large 'areas'of Europe.- What is even more serious, air streams

carry the pollutants far from their source of origin -- the heavily industrialized

areati of Europe -- to produce the acid rain.over southern Norway. In fact,

according to the report, distant areas are more.sevecely affected than the point

of em40.on. .In Norway fish are depletedin the lakes and rivers and the report

predicts that the yield of forests will.drop by 50 percent in the next 30 years

if sulphur dioxide$ollution continues to increase at the current rate. Sweden,

Denmark, Finland, the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic

Republicare also feeling the adverse effects of acid rain.

In the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil, the River Tiete is visibly polluted by a

stench-ridden blanket of brown foam which is an overaccumulation of detergents in,

raw aunicipal sewage and industrial wastes dumped into the river. The neighbouring

country of Argentina is anxious.to prevent the wastes from being carried into the

Parana'and Plate Rivers to which the Tiete is linked. Sao Paulo has the reputation

of being one of the world's most heavily-polluted cities and of the 200 species of

birds existant in the area in the early 1900's, only six have occasionally been

seen in the last two years -- one belongs to the buzzard family and feeds on

garbage!.

Dumping wastes into the sea has serious repercussions, as the Japanese of

Minimata found out in the 1950's when over 100 people were poisoned by mercury

SS/0776/12 (4) 5 0
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polluting the fish caught in Minimata Bay. Effluents,from a chemical factory at

Minimata containing organic mercury compound4 were allowed to flow into Minimata-

Bay and the fish in the bay accumulated the mercury in such quantities that fish

eaters began to show symptoms of poisoning. In 195C, however, the chethical plant

stopped pouring its effluents into the bay. This is an extreme caseihut it

teaches a lesson...

Climatic gpar_jma

Some experts believe that if all known recoverable fossil fuels were consumed

as is likely within the next 150 years.-- atmospheric carbon dioxide.(C09) Could

increase by nearly-170 percent. This would be serious since, together with-other_

ollutants, CO2, by ffecting the intensity of incomfng solar radiation, could lead

changes in our climate.

Numerous other examples come to mind, but one more will suffice: phtt of the

deadl'X aerosol sprays used on insects both in the home and in the field. In

Britaih alone, 10 million such sprays are bought each week. Some scientists are

of the pinion -- although others debate this -- that at the present rate of

increase, the upper atmosphere of the Earth's layer:of ozone 'could be reduced hY

30 percent in 20 years time. This could lead to climatic changes as well as.to

an increase in ultra-violet radiation, which is a cause of human skin cancer.

Action is Under Way,

Serious as\the situation is, we may be able to "save. our Earth from further
destruction as fan as pollutants are concerned, for at both global and regional

levels'actiOn is underway. The United Nations Environment Programme° (MEP) set

up a global environmental assessment program, s' Earthwatch", during 1975, as

recommended by the Stockholm Conference in 1972 when UNEP was created. Within

this program, a Global Environmental Sys6m (GEMS) and an International Referral

, System (IRS) have been set up, the latter providing sources of environmental

information. The aim of IRS is to ensure that all information on pollutants and

all queries regarding the effect of specific chemicals are available through a

,-co-ordinated process, while'GEMS will coordinate monitoring of pollutants and also

initiate specific monitoring activities of global concern. Although monitoring

and exchange of information exist already at national and regional levels, there

is no co-ordination or "foci,. point!' for these activities. It Earth is to be

taken care of, it must be Jo.?. on a global scale to get results.

Data Interchange

IRS will promote world wide intetchange of envirOnmental.information and pro-

vide an internationally acceptable method' of identifying and Compiling souices of

environme4.041 information; so that an enquirer can be referred .to a contact or con-

tacts in any part of the world. -A headquarters unit based at Nairobi, Kenya, has

been set up and this is linked to a network of national (later to include regional ,

and sectoral) focal points being set up all over the world. Atthe IRS national

focal prints, Governments can register sources of environmental information

coveriv.: ail aspects -- geograOhic, ecological, developmental to serve the

nation and to promote within each country an awareness of IRV- uses: -Already

nearly 6C nations have agreed tO become partners in the IRS network and to set up

4national focal Points. Experts hope that by the end of 1976 IRS. will have

registexed "out 10,000 sources of information.

SS/0776/12
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At.present IRS headqUarters prowidvs aa ad hoc referral service with the co-

operation of some IBS partners who permit the'Nairobi unit to draw upon their

natural resources on a selective basis for tfie benefit of the-international

community.

IRS seeks-to work hand in'hand with other institutions interested in the

exchange of specialized information, such as the Universal Systems for Information

in.Science and Technology (UNISIST) and Unitdd Nations Educational, Seientific

and'Cultural'Organiation (UNESCO)-sponsored national documentation centers. In

late 1975, the International Oceanographic Commission .(I0C) accepted an inter-

agency co-ordinating role for an interdisciplinary Marine EnvironMental Data and '

Information referral system (AMD/). MEDI in closely linked with the information

exchange Component of UNEP's Mediterranean Action Plan and with the_Food and

AgricUltural Organization (FAO) Aquatic Science.and Fisheries Information System

(ASFIS). IRS is also/providing financial support to the Environmental Legislative

Information System (ELI'S) of the International-Unian forthe Conaervationof

Nature (IUCN) which concerns itself with environmental law,- especially in developing

countries.on.a global scale. Similarly, with IRS support, the FAO catalot of Cur-

rent Legislation on Environment and.Natural Resources (CLENR) is being helped to

expand its services to deyeloping countries..

System

GEMS, another part of "Earthwatch", is a monitoring system co-ordinating

regional and other monitoring operations around the world. It.includes as an

integral part of the system the monitoring components Of other members of the W.

family.

A monitoring activity now being expanded with UNEP (pEms) support in the:

World Weather Watch (WWW) system for monitoring backgroundaitmospheric pollution.

This has beerroperational since 1971. Atmospheric baseline stations are being.set

up op a global baais to.measure the chemical composition of precipitation and long-

term trends in aerosol and CO2 concentration which are relevant to the study of

climatic changes. Seven such stations are already operational in Canada, United

States of America and the Soviet Union. Developing countries will also be setting

up similar stations. For instance, Kenya plans to establish one during 1976.

Apart from baseline stations, regional stations are also being set up.to

measure background pollution, but with the additional aim of studying changes in

atmospheric composition related to regional land use practices and the long range

transport of:atmospheric pollutants. More than 50 regional stations are now in

existence and a complete global network would comprise up to 200 stations.

Another project deals with monitoring of oil pollution along the main shipping

lanes in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and is being carried out under the ..

Integrated Global Ocean System (IGOSS) pilot project in marine pollution. UNEP,

along with the World Meterological Organization (WMO) and the Inter-governmental

Oceanographic Commission (IOC)./of UNESCO are jointly involved.

Other monitoring activities involving UNEP include a co-ordinated Mediterranean

Pollution Monitoringand Research Programme in which laboratories and institutions

in the Mediterranean region will participate; a UNEP/FAO pilot project to monitor

tropical forest cover with the aim of defining, systemizing and, if necessary,

SS/0776/12
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adjusting methodologies used and a global asseusment of soil degradatifin (FA0/-

UNESCO/UNEP) to coincide with the UN conference on Dnsertification in 1977.

"Earthcare" A

\

. Non-governMental gre4ps include "Earthcare", an1 intern4ional'conference
whicO coincided with World Environment Day on June,5, 1975, at'which scientists,
conservationists,.diplomats gathered to.examkne the enNironmental problemi we
face:. It was co-sponsored by the Sierra Club anethe.Nationol Audobon Society:
in the USA.: The American World Watch Institute, set up in 1974, is helping
research on the monitoring of food.and environmental-health_prOb'lemc. Thpre are

many regional monitoring programa such as the Co-operative.Study of Caribbean and .

Adjacent Regions', the Antarctic ReCearch Programmes and Tsunami-Warning System

(Japan).

Following 1975 World,Environment Day, an."Earthcare" petition with 192;000
signatures'from 25 countries was ptesented,to'UNEP's Executive Director referring
to the protection ofthe global environment as a basic human right. The petition

gave three examples in which human rights were denied: mercurY, poisoning,

neglect of tropical rain forests and the reduction Of the ozone layer.

It is a charge that incriminates all of mankind. We are probably all guilty.

It is not merely sotheone or the other person who, must act. Everyone'of us should

maintain a close watch over Earth to restore it to good "health."

* * * * * * * *

This article was prepared by the United Nations Development Progiamme
(FEATURE/2,,March 1976) and-distributed'through the courtesy of the
U.S. Committee far UNICEF This piece can also be used effectively
with the elementary teacher's kit #5420, "Teaching About the Child,.and
World Environment," available from the U.S. Committee forUNICEF for
$2.50.
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4114
7. a body 6f water

8. a email word preceding words

beginiing with vowels

10. to move swiftly and (111',*kly

11. a bad storm with higi nds

and much rain

13. *the bottom layer of a pissa; also

the outer layer of the earth

14. not cold

15. to change from liqW, into vapor

20; thoopposite of sow.

21. something that all AAving,things

need to survive

24. tot/ye money for;.to.purchase

27. solid part of the earth'S surface;

ground or soil

30 yhen heatedthis is what ice will do

31.ifiowers, irees, shrubs, herbs

33 an error; a crack in the earth's crust

34. average .weather conditions of a region

35. a circle

37. except

,38. a folding bed

39. to not tell the truth

431, thallarth!and its inhabitants

42: to furnish ,

44. a source of water

2000"pounds

47. to take interest in e

48. to supply or give material's

49, small black or red insect

50. goes with pepper.= the table

52. requitements

54. very damp

55. general state of tie bod'y

57. that imaginary line on which.

the Earth rotates

58. movements on the sitrface 'oft the water

often having white \oaps .

ACROSS (OONTT)

60. the high point of a wave or

mountain ridge

62. not 'son',

64. to finial or come to a Close

65. a puffy, often white, formation

in the sky

67. not here; away

68. the layer of the earth beneath the

crust; a wooden frame around a firepi

70. to cook water until it bubbles -1

73, to caution

75. the side of, corner of

76. pronoun

77: to warm

78. :bread is made in this form

DOWN

1. a planet

2. a small enclosed truck

3. water that falls from the sky"

4 upOla

5. a 1 d form larger and higher than a

6. neither, ,

9. large body of salt water

12. a shaking of the earth's crUst along

a fault line

a large land masa

the northern.most point of the earth

is the North

either,

a sigh of relief

to float from one place to another

to come in first

to build again

to damage or kill

13.

16.

,17.

18.

19.

21.

*, 22.

23.:
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DOWN (CONT'D)

214. to make'dirty; to contaminate

25. Imaginary story in our minds

during sleep

26. a 1)4 narrow tube thruugh

whidi water flows

28 a preposition

29. not wet

32. to plaCe oneself io a ohair

thecenter of the earth or nn apple

36. a large ice mass

37. how the And moves

38. not dirty

4o. the round, flat objects we eat off of

41. atmospheric conditions oa apy day

42. to change position; adjust

43. to foretell the future

44. US

46. a winged insect similar to a butteray.

51. fundamenta1,
53 free from danger

54. air movement

56. a spot one uin't gitiaff one'sciothes

59. a long aarrow top or crest ofAcountains

61. basic part of a substance

62... many times

63. dirt

66. frozen flakes

69. a watch tells this

71., frozen water

72. the time or number of .years a ,person

has lived

74. a deep break in the earth's crust

s/6776/19
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ANSWERS TO THE ENVIRONMENT CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

7. Sea

8 An
10. Run
11. Hurricane
13. Crust
14. Hot
15. Evaporate
20. North
21. Water
24. Buy
27. Land

, 30. Melt
31. Plants
33. Fault
34. Climate
35. Ring
37. But
38. Cot
39. Lie
41. World
42. Supply
44. Well
45. Ton
47. Care
48. Provide
49. Ant
50. Salt
52. Needs
54. Wet
55. Health
57. Axis
58. Wave
60. Crest
62. Off
64. End

65. Cloud
67. Gone
68. Mantle
70. Boil
73. Warn

SS/0776/18

75. Edge 46. Moth

76. It 51. Bas1,::

77. Heat 53. Safe

78. Loaf 54. Wind
56. Stain
59. Ridge

UOWN 61. Element
62. Often

1. Earth 63. Soil

2. Van 66. Snow

3. Rain 6. Time
4. On 71. Tce

5. Mountain 72. Age

6. Nor 74. Rift'

9. Ocean
12. Earthquake
13. Continent
16. Pale
17. Or
18. Ah
19. Drift

21,. Win
22. Rebuild
23. Destroy
24. Pollute
25. Dream
26. .Pipe
28. At
29. Dry.

32. Sit

34. Core
36. Glacier
37. Blows

38. Clean
40. Plates
41. Weather
42. Shift
43. Predict
44. We
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Environmental Bibliography and Resources -- Weather

Books

Adler, Irving. Weather in Your Life. (New York: John Day Company), 1976.

Intermediate.
Approaches such topics as effects of weather, the source of rains and

wind, air masses, and weather forecasting.'

Anderson, Lonzo. The Day. the Hurricane Happened. (New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons), 1974. -b7rimiry and up.

A moving, delightful story of children experiencing a hurricane hitting

the-island of St. John in the Virgin Islands.

Feagle, Robert G. andothers. Weather Modification in the Public:Interest.'

(Seattle: AmeriCan Meteorologica) Society and the Giversit:r of

Washington Press),-1974.
A study fur the layman and scientiat of the policies and practices of

weather modification from several perspectives.

Gribbin, John. Fcrecasts, Famines and Freezes. (New York: Walker and Company),

1976.
The author examines the enormity of the climate crisis in terms of world

econoMies, food.supplY and'politics. He,also reports attempts by

scientists to'understand the forces that change climate.

Hess, W.N., editor.
Sons), 1974.
A resource for
modication and

Weather and Climate Modification. (New York: John Wiley &

anyone interested in the science and technology of weather

#s legal and social implications.

Navarra, John Gabriel. Wide. World. 11.9.pI (New York:

Inc.), 1968. Intermediate/Junior High.

Doubleday & Company,

An e:mmiLation of the wide-ranging'effects of a World Weather Watch of the

World Aete9.-c-DIDgjzbal: Organization.

Other ReKlurces and Instructional Media for Teachers_ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ . -

,Almcander, Tom. Ct[inous Changes in the World'a Weather.'
No. 705 (July 1974).
The effect of cooling and heating are equated with fear Ofa future climati(7

change, affecting population and food production.

-"Climates of the World.-. U.S..DuprArtment of Commerc,,, Rliv.i.ronmesntra'grriprice.

Services AdminisLi+Aion, Ercvironmhnt.J70. Data ServiceoReprinted 1972.

Available frowthe U.S. Government PrinLing Office. 35. cents.

Good teacher reference doVering the featUrea of (qinste, maps of worldwAe

temperature, and precipitation.

Reader's Digest.
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Giant Hurricane Tracking Chart. Available from the U. S. Government Printing

Office. 10 cents.
4

A 17" x 13" map-of the East Coast and Gulf of Mexico. Useful for

recording hurricane movement.

Kellogg, William W. Climate Change and the Influence of Man'sActivities on

the plobl Environment, Prepared-by Mitre Corporation_and distributed.by
Nauonal Technical InTOrmation Sertice, U.S. Department of Commerce,. 5285

,Pt. Royal.Road, Springfield, VA 22151. -(September 1972).

A talk presented:at a conference on energy, resources and entironment.

Schneider, Stephen H. with Lynn E. Mesirow. -The Genesis Strately: Climate

Change and Global Survival. The Futurist Vol.;X, No. 4 (August 1976).

Explains climatic fluctuations, predicts further "changes in climate and

proposes the establishment of agencies to monitor resources and plan

needed food reserves.

.School Packetsr,oillemerature.. Precipitation, Hurricanes, etc. Free on request

from .the N-ational Climatic Center.

i'Servants in Space.. Produced by Lewis Research Center of:the National

Aeronautics and Space Admirictation. Color sOund film, 20-25,min.. Avail-

able free to schools. To.orer,. write Sunray Films, Inc., 3200 Carnegie

Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44115.
Shows.the current uses and vast potential of earth-oriented satellite

photography and data acquisition.

Weather Maps. Booklet produced-by the Department of Eerth Sciences, SUNY College

.
at Brockport, Utica'Street, BroCkpOrt, NY 14420.

Includes information on weather maps and how to use them in local weather

study. Bibliography included.

SS/0976/31
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General Environmental Bibliography and Resources

(Including Related Agencies 'and.Organizations)

Books

Adler, Irving, 5:12.yironment. (New'York: The John'Day Publishing Company),

1976. Intermediate.
A description of.the.life-giving cycles of mature; how these are being

disrupted andwhat we can do (and are doing) to.return them to their

proper balance.

Bendick, Jeanne. :NI:Piapelpillhe.faIth. (New York: Rand McNally & Company),

1965. Intermediate.
The author takes particular interest in the effect of the earth!s round-

ness-on all theforces of the earth's,outer face, such as climate and

weather. AlthoUgh such pther aspects aS ice, wind, water, and earthquakes

change the. design:of the face of the earth, the authorsfeels that the

earth's roundness will always exert an effect.

Bloome, Enid,;1142, Breathe. (Garden City, NY: DOuoleday & Company), 1971.

Primary. .

Tells how we as'individuhis.can contribute to figlit for cleaner air.

Fuchs, Erich. kaokinz.a_t_ tlaps. (New York: Abelard-Shumand), 1976. Intermediate.

Starting with a child's immediate environment, the author leads the reader

into an understanding of map language, mai) forms, ana the various types of

maps.'

Gavel, Margaret. Sparrows PonaRKET.Candy
Company), 1971. Intermediate.
Here are the simple do's and don'ts
can.help in thoSe small, vital ways
live.-

Wrappers. (New York: Dodd, Mead &

whi:ch show how each and every one of us

to make this world a bett,..r.place to

McCamy, James L. 'The Qua:lity of the Environment (New York: The' Free.PresS),

1972. '
A bOok acquainting people with all aspects of the environmE;nt from a
specificandhroad base, in order to identify and define the problems,
then toinvestigate ways for bringing about possible change.

Miles, Betty. Save the, Earth: An EpOlogy Handbook for Kids. (New York: Alfred

/A. Knopf, Inc.), :19740 Intermediate.
This collection of poems, narrations, and 'projects for children shows
some of-the eartWe'prohlems, deperibcis 'Various splutions, and gives

suggestions Tor r'eTated activities. a1ot)n11y oriented.

NationaL Aeronautics'and Space Adminisiration. Earth photographs from Gemini. VI

yhroura VII. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GOvernment Printing Office)7 igg.
Contains a sampling of photographs of terrain and weather taken during

Gemini flights.
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Shuttlesworth, Dorothy E. Clean Air - Iparkliag Water. (Garden City, NY:

Doubleday & Company, E;77, 1968. Intermediate.

Through a story of one community's efforts to combat pollution, we see the

plight of all of us affected by foul air and filthy water.

What Are We and You Gonna Dol (New York: Ballantine Books), 1971. Intermediate.

A compilation of children's letters to Senator Gaylord Nelson about the

environment.

Wilcox, Howard A. Hot-House Earth. (New York:

Intermediate/Sanior High.
Global heat may become a danger by melting
Cautions and solutions suggested lie in an
opment of solar technology -- particularly

Praeger Publishers), 195.

ice caps and flooding coastlines.
intensive and immediate devel-
in ocean farming.

Other Resources aad Instructional Media for Teacheri

A Dictionary of Air Pollution Terms. Available from the Air Pollution Control

Agency, 7+0 Fiiih Avenuel.Pittsburgh, PA 15213. junior High and up.

.A fear-page foldel..of common terms, in the study of air pollution.

Air Pollution Pa=1214A1 Free pamphlets can be Obtained from your local

Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association or the national office at

1714 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

"A Message to Our 3.5 Billion Neighbors on Planet Earth from 2,200 Environmental

Scientists." UNESCO Courier. Vol. 24 (July 1971).

Quick overview of environmental problems.

Career.Choices. Available from the Environmental Protention Agency.

Connect. A UNESCO-UNEP environmental newsletter. Single copies free..

gsmgervation Yearbooks. Information on these available from the U.S. Government

Printing Office.

Dawson, Richard G. "Forecasting the Future of Spaceship Ehrth: An approach to

Environmental Education." The Science Teacher. (December 1973).

A unit helping students identity current problems and future needs on

"spaceShiP earth."

"Ecology and Environment: A Selected List of Books, Filmstrips, Recordings

Transparancies, Slides for School Livaries." (Albany, NY: The-State

Educational Department Bateau of School Libraries), 1973. A.12-page

bibliography.
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Editors Declaration on Interdisciplinary Ehvironment Education." Sobial

Edncation. Vol 39, No. 2 (February 1975). .

A joint statement viewing the environment as an "interrelated.web of

components" discussed from a three-point position: integrated design,

interrelationships of environment, and interdisciplinary solutions.

ElesstarE School-Packet of Publications. AvAllable from the Environmental

Protection Agency.

"ille Environment Crisis." Social Education. Vol. 35, No. 1 (January. 1971).

Special issue devoted to environment from a global pmrspective.

Handbook of Environmental Education Strategies. (Albany, NY:, State Education

Department), 1972.
A,compilation of learning activities.centered on basic concepts Underlying

man's natural and social existence.

Kellner Robert. "To Catch a FallinK Star" Environment Education Implementation

Handbook Ptoduced by Project
This handbook is a detailed description showing step-by-step the process of

implementing an environmental education program in a school district.

King, David C. and Cathryn J. Long. "Environmental Issues and the Quality of

Life." Intercom. No. 82 (September 1976). Available from the Center for

Global Perspectives.
Considers natural, built, and social environments and bow humans respond to

and shape their environments.

Marlett, Robert, editor. "Curient-Issues in Environmental Education -- 1975."

Available from_the_National Association for Environmental Education, 63.25.

Good teacher reiource material on educational programs, materials, and .

general environmental concerns.

'Nature and-Resources. UNESCO publication. (Avuilable from UNIPUB, P.O. Box 443,

Murray Hill Station, New York, NY 10016. $2.25 per single =Ws $6.oo
yearly'subscription.)
A qmerterlynewsletter including scientific research reports.

Pollution Game. Produced by Games Central, c/o ABT Associates, Inc., 55 Wheeler

Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. $30.00' Teacher's.Manual. Grades 5-12.

Students weigh the problem of the consequences of pollution (air, noise,

and water) against the cost of abatement programs:

Primary Science-Discovery SerUs: -Concepts and Processes. Instructor Curriculum

Materials. 8 sets. $4.95 each. Available from Instructor Publications,-Inc.

Denville, NY 14437.
Each set of full-color posters considers one topic divided into nine areas,\

with teacher's notes. Three sets related to Air and Weather, the Earth

Around us, and the Waters of tbe,Earth.
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Project Catalog of Media Resources. Available from the Instruction-

Curriculum-Environment Center.
An annotated bibliography of films, filmstrip, kits, games, books and

booklets, and educational programs on the environment.

quigg, Philip W. "Bnvironment: The Global Issues." Headlines Series. No. 217

(October 1973). Available from the Foreign Policy Association, 345 East

46th Street, New York, lir 10017 $1.25.

Special environment issue on world resonrces, development, growth limita-

tions. and the UN Conference on Human Environmento

Ranger Rick. It children's nature mage7ine published by the National Wildlife

Fe,lerntion_ Filled with facts, photographs, games, puzzles, and projects

as well as trip suggestions. Single copies of educational reprints free.

Sammartano, Susan. 'Environment and Development." Communique; No. 19

(April J173). Available from the Overseas Development Council, 1717

Massachusetts Avenae, N.W., Washington, D.C. 200*
A pamphlet on pol.lution as a threat to the environment. Bbphasizes the

roles end responbi1ities of developed and developing countries.

Science Investigation Series: Self-Directing Activities for Middle/Upper

Grades. Instructor Curriculum Materials. TSWG:14..95 each.

A variety of full-color study posters, including study and work sheets.

The topics include: Plants, Air and'Weather, Earth Changes, Animals,

Water, Energy and Matter.

Wheeler, James and Nobuo Shimahara, "Toward an :Ecological Perspective in

Education: Part " Plai Delta Noma. Vol. LIT, No 6 (February 1974).

Good teacher reference on the ethical aspects of the ecological crises,

and the formation of attitudes and habits of mind and character as they

relate to nature.

"World EQ Index" Available from the National Wildlife Federation.

Published annually this pamphlet analyzes our environment in several areas.

World Health. The magazine of the World Health Organzation.

Issues devoted to environmental concerns of the air, sea and land include

August/September 1971, Maw 1972, and November 1973.

Your World, MI World: A Book for Young Environmentalists: Produced by the D.S.

Environmental Protection Agency. 1973. Intermediate.

An excellent booklet tauching on needs and problems in our society and

wnat can be done.
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Environment-Related Aoncies and. PrE.apigtions

Air Conservation and Smoking Program, American Lung Association, 1740 BroadwaY,

New York, NY 10019.
Air Pollution Control Association, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. -

American Conservation Association, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,

NY 10020.'
American Forestry Association, 919.- 17th-Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006..

Association for Childhood Education International, 3615 Wisconsin Avenue,'NW,

Washington, D.C. 20016. -

Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development, 1701 K Street, NW,

Suite 1100, Washington, D.C. 20006.
.Centerfor Global Perspectives, 218 East 18th.Street, New York, NY 10003.

Citizens-far Clean Air, 502 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

Conservation Education Association,-P.O. Box 450, Madison, WI 53701

The Cousteau Society, Inc., Box 1000,,Bridgeport, CT 06601.

Energy and Man's Environment, 0224 SW Hamilton, Suite 301, Portland, OR 97201.

Energy Research and Development Administration, Office. of Public Affairs,

Washington, D.C. 20545.
Energy Research and Development Administration, Technical Information Center,

P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
EnvirOnmental Education Project Office, 800 HighviewDrive, Antioch, IL 60002.'

Environmental Education'Task Force, The'UniversitY of the State-of New York,

The State Educaion Department, Albany, NY 12224..

Environmental Protection Agency, 4th and M Streets, SW, Washington, D.C. 20460.

Environmental Science Services Administration,,Environmental Data Services,

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20402. /

Friends of the Earth, 30 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017.
Food and Agricultural Orgahization,<United Nations, Room 2258,.New York

NY 10017.
International Oceanotraphic Foundation, 16 Rickenbacker. Causeway, Miami, Fl 33149.

Keartec Educational Corporation, P.O. Box 57, Kensington, MD .29795.
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Route 9, Palisades, NY.10964.
Maine Environmental Education Project Title III, Yarmouth Intermediate' School,

Yarmouth, ME 04096.
National Aeronautics and SPace AdminIstration, Educational Programs Division,

Washington; D.C. 20546.
National Association for Environmental Education, 5940 SW 73rd Street, Miami,

33143.
National Audubon Society, 1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10028.

National Climatic Center, National Oceanic-and Atmospheric Administration, D542,

Federal Building, Asheville, NC 28801. .

National Council for the Soc3a1. SLudies, 1515'Wi1son Blvd., Arlington, VA 22209.

National Earthcinake Information Box Dcmv,rr Federal Center;

Denver, cp .80225.
National Education Association, 1201 - 16th Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

National Geophysical and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center, National OsAanif.. snd

Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data Service, Boulder, CO 80302.

National Education'Association, 1201 - 16th Street, NW, Wasbrington, D.C. 20036.

National Science Teacher's Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW,

Washington, D.C. .20009.
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WStioar Wilflife Federation, 1412 - 16th Street, NW,-)rmshington, D.C. 20036.

The Oceanic Society, 3131 Fillmore, Street, San Francisco, CA 94125,

Project EMS, 845 Fox Meadow Road, Yorktown NY 10598.

Project I-C-E (Instruction - Curriculum -
Environment), 1927 Main Street,

Green 3ay, WI 543p1

The Sierra Club, Office of International Environmental
Affairs, 1050 Mills

Tower, San Francisco, CA 94104.

United Eations Development Program, One UN Plaza, 16th Floor, New York,.

NY 10017. .

United Nations Disaster Relief'Organization, 485 Lexington Avenuel, 12th Floor,

New 'York, NY 10017

United 'Nations Environment Program, 485 Lexington Avenue, 12th :Floor, Wew York,

tri 10017.
UNESOZ Vhind Notions Room 2201, New York, NY 10017.-

U.S. Geological Survey', EHDS Data Center, Sioux Falls, SD 57198.

U.S. Government Printing Offf..ce, Superintendent-of
Documents, Washinyton,

23402,

World Metorological Organization, 41, Avemue Giuseppe-Hotta, Geneva,

Switzerland.
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Environmental Bibliography and Resources -- Water

Books

Asinov, Isaac. ABC's of the Ocean. (New York: Walker & Company), 1970. Primary

Explicit pictorial a-b-c of marine life and resources.

Barlqwe, Sy. Oceans. (Chicago:- Follett Publishong Company), 1969. Primary.

Introduces oceans, wave actioa, continental shelves, other undersea forma-

tions and a variety of plant and animal life. Suggests new uses of the

ocean by "seafarmers" and,oceanographers.

Barton, Robert. . Atlas of the Sea. (New York: The John Day Company), 1974.

Presents a wide-ranging look at the sea, from the driving force of its

tides to the exploitation of its resources.

BehrmaL Daniel. Exploring the Ocean: UNESCO and It's Programme. (Paris: UNCECO),

19;0.
Dgalp with explo-ation, pollution, interdependence of total environment and

the, future -- 1,fhat can be and what should be."

Berger, Melvin. The New Water Book. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell), 1973.

Upper Primary/Intermediate.
Tells a complete story of water from the water molecule to its properties,

its role in life cycles, and its use and misuse. Some water experiments

are included.

Berger, Melvin. Scientists at Work: Oceanography Lab.
A Company), 1973

Discusses thedaily Activities of oceanographers at
graphic Institution and lists some of their current

Brown, Joseph E, The Sea's Harvest. The

Mead & Company), 1975
Explains reasons for farming the sea
operations. Men illustrated.

Buehr, Walter. Water: Our Vital Need.

Intermediate/Junior High.
Background information on water, what it is, and the many ways we depend on

it. Good chapter on desalination, but needs updating.

(New York: The John Day

the Wooda Hole Oceano-
research problems,

Story,of Aquaculture. (New York: Dodd,

and fresh water, and describes farming

(New York: W.W. Norton & Company), 1967.

Elliott, Sarah M. Our Dirty Water. ( New York: J. Messner), 1973. Intermediate.

Stresses clean water as everybody's business. Shows how waterways and

drinking water have become polluted. Piscusses ineffective and unenforced

laws and points to immediate and future needs in this area.
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Fisher, James. The Wonderful World of the Sea. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday &

Company), 1970.
Tells the story of the,sea -- how man came first to fear it, next to chal-

lenge it; and finally to ransack its secrets.

Rolling, Holling Claacy. Paddle-to-the-aea. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin

1941. PriMary/Intermediate.
Story of a young boy-who carved the figure of an Indian in a canoe,

it Paddle-to-the-Sea, and set it on a snowbank which the spring sun

ing into a mountain stream. The,trip through the Great Lakes, down

Lawrence River, and over Niagara, Falls to the Atlantic delightfully

an important part of the watercycle.

Compapy),

christened
was turn-
the Saint
demonstrates

McConnaughey, B.H. and Bayard Harlow. Introduction to Marine Biology.' (St. Louis:

The C. V. Mosby Company), 1970.
A textbook pn Marine environment for teacher background. See particularly

Chapter 19, "Man's Impacton Marine Environmients."

Michelsohn, David Reuben and the editors of Science Book Association. The Oceans

in Tomorrow's World. How (lark We Use and Protect Them? (New York: Julian

Messner), 1972.
Good general book on oceans with emphasis on endangered environment and the

future.

7

,Peterson, Ottis. Junior ScienCe Book of Water. (Champaign, Il.: Garrard

Publishing Company), 1966. Primary/Intermediate.
Discussion of the nature of water, the water cycle, importance to plants and

animals, watet pollution, and the oceans. Dated, but the basic water science

information and concepts are still useful.

Popkin, Roy. ,Desalination: Water for the World's Future. (New York: Frederick A.

Praeger), 1969.
A. thorough examination of the e(onamic and socio-political factors of desalina-

tion. Explains the processes used, how each works,,where they are useful, arid

.he approximate costs.

Russell, Helen Ross. Water. A Field Trip Guide. (Boston: Little Brown and

Company), 1973.
Discusses the properties of water, the water cycle, the need for Water, and

its uses by plants and animals.

Stone, A. Harris and Dale Ingmanson. Drop im Drop.: A Look at Water. °Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.), 1971. InterMediate.

A collection of simple experiments dealing with some of the,interesting facts

,
about the physical and chemical properties of water.

Other Resources and Instructional Media for Teachers

Coliform Test Kit. Produced. by Remtec'EducetiOnal Cdrporation.

25 tubes lactose broth. complete inatructions. Cat. Order

Mini-kit, 5 test-tube kit Cat. Otder
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By seeini, , J.....rmntio color chanse that occurs in a lacto e broth, Students

rp, sily and safely test for the predence Or absence of Escherichia-coli
'(indicative of animal waste) in water supply:

Heyerdahl, Thor. "How to Kill an Ocean." Saturday Reviet, (November 29, 1975).

Warns of the danger of killing our odeana. Presents plankton as the
'most significant protein element in the sea, and its importance to human
survival.

Natural Water in Good Shane. Report USGS Circular 460-E. Available free from
USGS Breach of Distribution, 1200 S. Eads Street, Arlington, VA 22202.

A report summarizing data'from hydrological stations in 37 states concluding
that monitored streams remain relatively undefiled and that water quality in
'the natural environment is generally good. /

The Ocean. Scientific American (San Francisco: W. H. Freeman & Company), 1969.
A portrayal of the ocean as it has become known to scientists in the last two

-f decades. A look at every aspectof the ocean -- its origin, structure,
nature, resources, technology, and effect on man. A comprehensive study.'

"The Oceans." Produced by,Schloat Productions of Prentice-Hall Media, Inc.
2-color sound filmstrip with program guide, 75 frames, 16 min., $44 with
disc, $50 with cassettes.
This program shows the importance of the ocean flora and fauna and supplies
specific examples to show adaptations and relationships in our increas-
ingly crowded,'hungry world.

Sea Frontiers. An illustrated bimonthly magazine .produced by the International
Oceanographic Foundation covering varying topics relating to the oceans and
Seas, with a book review sectio 1.

Sea.Secrets. A biMonthly qUestiOn-and-answer series published by the International
Oceanographic Foundation.

Training and Careers in Marine Science. (Revised, October 1973),. 50 cents.

.A pamphlet produced hy the International Oceanographic Foundation coveting
oceanography,.the necessary training, possible career opportunities, and
general. reading material available. .

"Voices or the Water." Produced by-Schloat Productions of Prentice-Hall Media, Inc.
2-color sound filmstriP with program,guide. SO frames, 9min., $44 with
disc., $50 with cassettes.. ,

.ASensitive. nature appreciation Study:stresdin the urgent necessity for us

.to.abide by natureiSrules'and maintain'the pper balance. Covers such
aspects as water/air cycles, food/soil prodnc Ion, 0A-ompositionelection,.
extinction, interdependence, evolution...

Wate0 A Precious Resource. photographic display set. Available from the Unite&
Nations Bookstore, United Nations, New York, NY 10017. $2.00.

A -set of eight 131i" x- 19?5" color photo sheets, each focusing on one aspe(it of
water,'covering the topics of water as vital to life, fresh water, droughts ,

and floods, dirty water,,safe water, water freely used and abused, industry,
and food k'rom inland and ocean waters:
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Environmental Bibliography and Resources -- Earthquakes
\

Locks

Anderson, Alan H., Jr# The Itally aatletta, (New York: G.P..Putnamsf Sons),

1971. Intermediate.
;Excellent coverage of.the theory of continental drift, and the forces,

movements and resources in the ever-changing crust of the earth.

Branley, Franklyn M. Shakes,, Salm-land s401: Ehrth Teotonics. (New York:

Thomas Y. CrowellZ=7 191-1..Intermediate.
Imes*. alwealerrom

Simple explanations of our changing earth: the evolution of continents and

the forces that reshape the.face of the earth.

Briggs, Peter. The.Great
Intermediate. ,

Weybright and Taey), 1968. /Xobal Rift. (New York: ll

EXplores the Great Global Rift system and its effects un cur world.

!Brown, Billye Walker and WAtter R. Brown. ,a,ztaaml,...e..t.mtLoiC RaaR2511,19.

(Reading, Ma: Addison-WesleY), 1974. Intermediate,
DisCusses major earthquakes throughout. history and the means developed to

measure their force.

Calder, Nigel. The Restless Earth:. A kaat on the New Geology. (New York: The

Viking Pres177 1972.
An in-depth pictorial description of the theory of plate tectonics.

Coffman, Jerry L. and Carl A. von Hake, editors. EarthqUaks,History
United tates, Revised edition; Publication #41-1. Produced by the Notional

bceani and Atmospheric Administration, Ehvironmental bata'Ser7ice. Avail-

able fr m the U.S. Government Printthe Office. $2.80.
Includes graphs andmaps of prominent earthquakes in the U.S. through 1979.

Crayton, Keith: The Crust of the Earth: The Story of ,Geology., (Garden City, NY:

The Natural History PresS7719.0:-
Iiscusses the structure of the earth and the forces that change its face.

Golden., Frederiek. The &vim Continents (New York: Charles Scribnerls Sons),

1972. Intermediate.
.

A scientific "detective story" describin the step-by-etep process of the

earth scientists who pieced tompthe% ftersinx.n.ttwry evidence, to confirm their

' t heory of 'plate tectonics.N

Ladymani:Dhyllis. Inside the Thrths ,(New York:"William R. Scott, Inc.), 1969.

Intermediate.
Combines words and. pictures to describe the earth's structure and natural

phenomena such as geysers, earthquakes, and volcanoes.
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Lauber, Patricia. Earthcuakes: N Scientific Ideas About. Hou and Why...the..

Earth.Shakes, 'Ycrk: Random House), 1972. Intermediate.
YSescribes famous earthouakes and explains neu theories about their causeS.

Lauber, Patricia. Thir. Restless Eth. (Neu York: Randomliouse), 1970.

Intermediate.
Discusses recent theories on the forces that shape and change the earth.

Matthe:s, William H., III. .T.11e. Story. of Volcanoes. and Earthquakes. (Irving-On-

Hudson, NY: Harvey House, Inc.), 1969. i intermediate.
A 'study of volcanoes and e-.thquakoo and their effects and influences on
the'face of the earth as well as on human Societies.

May, Julian. yhythe Earth 4,ualces. (Neu York: Holiday House), 1969. Interme late.

Simplified explanations of continental drift, the currents in the earth's /
lic'uid mantle, and earthcuakes. i

Navarra, John. 'Gabriel. Nature, Strikes. Back. (Garden City, NY:
.

The Natural
, .

/.

History Press), 1971.
A description of fierce natural phenomena (earthquakes, volcanoes, thund(er-

.

Storms,.etc.) that have brought grief to so many people. The author examines

the histori:al aspects of these events and explains their causes.

Sullivan, Wil_ An. .Continents. in Motion.: The. New, Earth.ate, (New York:

Bock 'dompany), 1974.
Reveals how several discoveries confirmed' the -continental drift theory,

and unravels.many mysteries of evolution, earthquakes, volcanic erupt ons,
vanished lands, and recycled oceans. I.

i.

Tufty, Barbara._ 1001 .0qestions Answered About Natural Land DiSasters, ew York:

Dodd, Mead & Company), 1969.
Analyzes natIlral land-disasters through a'question and answer appro c .

Weiss, Malcolm E. L:ands. Adrift, (Nev York: Parent's Magazine Press), 1 75.
Intermediate.
Explains hov movements in the earth's crust causes earthquakea.

Other Resources. and. Instructional.Media for, Teacher.s

Ballard, Robert D.- -Windcw on Earth's Interior. National peographi Vol.-150,
No. 2 (August 1976).
Explains movements of the earth's crust from the vantage po:.nt o the ocean
floor. Includes cross sections of model troughs and other exce lent graphics
and,photos.

Canby, Thomas Y. pan We Predict Earthruakes, National Geographic Vol..149,
No. 6 (June.1976).

.

.

.

Tells itat is presently'being done to -oredict earthcuakes and.'ncludes dia-
. greMs and descriptions of instruments used to detect changes a d abnormalities

in the earth's.orust. (Refers reader to 'California's San I.nd eas Fault in
the January 1973 pationpl:Gpo,&plAic.)
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"Chimbote: A Better Place to Live" (Internatiohal Zone).- UN film. For iental

and sale information write to AVMedia, 324 N..Fairfax Street, Alexandria,

VA 22314.
After a devastating earthquake, the Peruviangovernment seeks the assist-

ance of VD' agencies, ranging from pre-investment surveys to comprehensive

assistande in develoPing an earthquake-proof master plan.

"Earthquake." UNESCO Courier (May 1976).

An issue'devoted to earthquakes, including 14 articles= prevention,

quakes in history, measurement, Prediction, and warring systems.

Hewitt, Kenneth. "Earthquake Hazards in the Mountains." Natural History,/

Vol. 14100/1 No. 5 (May 1976).
Outlines the increase of death and destruction froM

'mountainsides have been deforested and overgrazed.

McDowell, Bart.' "Earthquake in GuateMala."
No. 6 (June 1976).
A vivid description and illustrative account of'the

earthquake including maps, pictures, and stories.,

Molnar, Peter and Paul Tapponnier. ."Cenozoic Tectunics of Asiai Effects of a

Continental Collision." Science. Vol. 189, No. 4201 (August 8, 1975).

EXplains the continuing effects of the collision of the
Indian Plate, with

the continent ef Asia,. Includes earthquake examples.

Shapley, Deborah. "Earthquake: Los Angeles Prediction Suggests FaUlts in

Feiteral Policy." ScienceMane. Vol. 192, No. 4239 (M4y 71 1976).

A frank discussion of-earthquake precautions and the need for prequake

assistance and preparation.

"This Restless Earth: A Study of Volcanoes and Continental Drift. Produced

by Schloat'Pruductions of Prentice-Hpll Media, Ind.

earthquakes where the

...malls. Vol. 149,

recent Guatemalan

4-color sound filmstrip with program guide. 72 frames, 9 min., $85 with

disc., $95 with cassettes.
Anton-the-spot report of a recent volcanic eruption and

an,in-depth examin

ation of continental drift theory. Includes a number wf geological terms

and processes.

Wolfert, Ira. "Earthquakes -- Nature's Deep Secret." Science Reader 6

(Pleasantville, NY: Reader6 Digest Services, Ine:)71974.

A short article exploining the earthvAke as,ene of Earth's safety measures.

Includes discuss-ton of tsillinmin mid wave offechn.'
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Our Restless Earth
Figures 1-6 show the inside of our

earth, the way the plates of its'

crust have rafted and rifted over

the last 200 million years.
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